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Softball Team wins over Spring Break, page 13.

Alanis Morrisette cleans up, page 18.
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GVSU and
Allendale:
working
together for
the future?
• GVSU students,
adm inistrators, and
Allendale Toumshiv
officials have w o w ed
together fo r M -45
im provem ents, says
Allendale supervisor
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By James Class
See his column, page
The debate about f
continues to'.rage on.
even have Gov. Engle
opinion, page 8 .
Want to hear w hat
* .-it
dents are going throug
attend GVSU? See the
opinions of Kares
Hooyenga and Melodie
Elkins on page 8 .

News Editor

“Allendale may not thrill some
GVSU students, but Township
Supervisor Roger Rycenga says he
appreciates them.
“I think we have a good rela
tionship with them,” Rycenga
said. “I'm impressed because I
really think they have good goals."

:'

“I ’ve seen some of the
letters coming out of
the student senate, and
I couldn’t ask for more.
Our goals are the same
there-better traffic
flow on M-45.”
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--R o g e r Rycenga,
Supervisor, Allendale township
Rycenga said that when the
university
was
established,
Allendale residents were rather
wary of GVSU students, but now
they are starting to live together
Rycenga noted, however, that
GVSU provides more opportuni
ties for Allendale residents than
Allendale provides for GVSU
students.
Whereas
GVSU
offers
theater, games and a Recreation
Center, Allendale really can only
offer softball fields.
“We don't really have a lot
g g :;- ; ^ v -
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Certain students q u alify for low er tu ition rate
By Jamea C lan
N ew s Editor

International students may
get a special rate on tuition (in
state plus $5 per credit hour) next
year, but only if they fall in one of
six categories. (See graphic.)
Alan Walczak, of the Office
of International Affairs, said the
reason for the lower rate is to help
make internationalization afford
able to everyone.
"One of the things we benefit
from is the number of inter
national students on this campus,”
he said
Walczak said one of the prob

lems of the foreign exchange pro
gram is that since students pay
tuition to their home school,
GVSU gets hurt financially when
it sends less students than it
receives. Nonetheless, item five
provides a tuition break for the
excess foreign students to encour
age them to stay at GVSU.
“There has to be a balance in
these things,” Walczak said.
The items do not cover all
international students’ tuition at
GVSU, Walczak said, but should
help bolster internationalization.
“Our reputation for these
kinds of programs is growing,”
Walczak said, hut “we can’t open
it up to everybody.”
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or leads. Complainant is a student. Open.
02/19/96 L a r c e n y , F ie l b h o u s e . Complainant reported someone
had stolen his unsecured backpack. No suspects or leads.
Complainant is a student. Open.
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02/22/96 M e d ic a l , P e w L iv in g C e n t e r . Reporting Officer
assisted a victim who was having stomach pains. Victim was
treated by Life EMS and went to Butterworth Hospital. Victim
is a student. Closed
'
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02/22/96 M a l ic i o u s D e s t r u c t i o n o f P r o p e r t y , L o t F.
Complainant repeated someone had damaged her right exteri
or rear-view mirror. No suspects or leads. Complainant is a stu
dent. Open.
■
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02/24/96 L arceny, F ieldhouse. Complainant repotted someone
stole bis shirt, jeans, towel, student ID and car keys from an
unsecured locker. No suspects or leads. Complainant is a stu
dent. Open.
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02/24/96 L a r c e n y , F i e l d h o u s e . Complainant reported someone
bad stolen his gym bag containing clothes. No suspects or
leads. Complainant is not a student. Open.

3/14 Study Abroad Information
Day'1 p.m., 106 STU
3/14 Preparatiomfor GRE 3 p.m.,
204 STU
3/14 InterVarsity Christian
Fellowship Meeting 7:30
p.m., Kleiner B
3/14 S.T.A.G.E. Meeting 9 p.m.,
CFA
3/15 Student senate election
Packets Due 5 p.m., Student
Life Office
3/15 Movie: “Strange Days,” 7
p.m., KC/Pere Marquette
3/16 Massage Workshop noon,
170 FH
3/16 Movie: “Strange Days” 7
p.m., KC/Pere Marquette
3/17 Improv Meeting 3 p.m.,
Kirkhof
3/17 GVSU Rock ClimbingVertical Ventures Meeting 5
p.m., 102 MAN
3/17 “First of All” Study Hall 6
p.m., 224 COM
3/18 Campaigning for student
senate elections begins

3/18 Lunchbreak Series: Jeffery
Work, trumpeter noon, CookDeWitt
3/18 Greek Week Begins
3/19 Chi Alpha Campus
Ministries Weekly Meeting
noon, KC/Room 200 A, B
3/19 Career Decisions 4 p.m.,
204 STU
3/19 OADS Meeting 4:30 p.m.,
106 STU
3/19 Ellipsis Meeting 6 p.m.,
KC/Pere Marquette
3/19 His House Christian
Fellowship Meeting 7 p.m.,
KC/Muskegon River Room
3/19 Native American Student
Association Meeting 7 p.m.,
Commons/Food Court
3/19 Road Ralley Planning
Committee Meeting 8 p.m.,
KC/Rogue River Room
3/19 RHA General Assembly
Meeting 9 p.m., North
Commons
3/20 Study Abroad Information
Day 11 a.m., 105 STU

3/20 ELP Session: Men &
Women Working Together
noon, KC/Muskegon Room
3/20 Kids’ Time 3 p.m.,
KC/Volunteer Center
3/20 ELP Session: Men &
Women Working Together 4
p.m., KC/Muskegon Room
3/20 ELP Session: Men &
Women Working Together 7
p.m., Kleiner
3/20 Literacy Drama 7 p.m.,
KC/Volunteer Center
3/20 Improv Meeting 9 p.m., KC
3/20
Movie:
“Immortal
Beloved” 9 p.m., KC/Pere
Marquette River Room
3/21 Ethnic Festival 11 a.m.,
KC/Grand River Room
3/21 Student senate organization
budget appeals 4:30 p.m.,
KC/Muskegon River Room
3/21 InterVarsity Christian
Fellowship Meeting 7:30
p.m., Kleiner B
3/21 S.T.A.G.E. Meeting 9 p.m.,
CFA
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The Facilities Fee:
Initiated by the students senate, for students

Pre-election
deadline
tomorrow
Students who want to be
senators have one day left to
register for candidacy.
Applications for electoral
candidacy will be available in
the Student Life Office until 5
p.m. tomorrow. Students need
to acquire 50 signatures in
order to run and can campaign
from March 15 until the March
26-28 elections.
For more information, call
the Student Life Office at 8952345.

Lubbers to
open his office
to students
March 15
President Lubbers will
have open office hours for fac
ulty, staff and students on
Friday, March 15, from 9 a.nt
to noon in the lower level of
Zumberge
Library.
No
appointment is necessary to
come in and have a conversa
tion with the President

Editor's Note: This is the second of
a series on the fees GVSU students

Affairs
welcomes
newcomer

pay. Next week: Transportation Fee.

The Office of Minority
Affairs will welcome Eduardo
Sanchez-Rojas at a reception
on March 18 at noon in 130
Commons.
Sanchez-Rojas, a native
Costa Rican who has taught
classes on Native Americans
and natural resources, replaces
Alberto Macias.
■
■

Communications
School sponsors
Chinese acrobats
Eighteen Cangzhou acro
bats from the People’s
Republic of China will be per
forming ‘‘Parade of Dynasties”
on March 14 and 15 at Ottawa
Hills High School in Grand
Rapids.
Performing on March 14
for the high scool students, the
acrobats will put on a public
show at 7 p.m. on the 15th.
Tickets for. GVSU stu
dents are S3, for the public, $5,
but will cost an extra dollar at ’
the door.
The acrobats are co-spontheGVSGSchooTof
Communications. Call 7749922 for tickets.

Writing Center
needs tutors
for next fall
W omen's Studies
forum scheduled

Those who are interested for tomorrow
in becoming writing tutors will *
The next Women’s Studies get a chance to see what the
Faculty
Forum will host the
job is all about on March 19
presentation o f Psychology
and 20.
Students can talk to the Professor Christine O* Conner
director and current tutors on in the Muskegon River Room
the 19th at noon in Cabin C of on March 15, presenting
Kirkhof, and on the 20th at 4 ‘‘Sociobiology as Social
History: An Examination of
p.m. in 174 LSH.
If you are unable to attend the Relationship Between the
either of the meetings but are Changing Concerns Expressed
interested in joining the in Popular Culture (of the
Writing Center, stop in 201 United States) and devefopSTU anytime during March to m entof Sociobiological
Theory and Findings Over the
pick up an application.
Past Four Decades.”
Interviews begin April 1.

Women's Studies professor
discusses politics in Yucatan
By Joan KowaJ
Staff Writer

Assistant
Professor
of
Anthropology Cindy Hull present
ed her research titled “Si podemos
mandar (Yes we can lead):
Women’s Changing Economic
and Political Involvement in
Yucatan” at the Women’s Studies
Faculty Forum on Feb 27.
Hull talked about the exciting
changes taking place in women’s
involvement in the economic and
political spheres of life in the
Yucatan Peninsula of Mexico.

Men have lost employment in
the single-crop economy, and
women have formed cooperatives
to sustain their families, Hull said.
“Men have accepted this out
of economic need,” Hull said.
Hull also talked about the
first Women’s Political Party,
“partido de mujeres,” formed in a
Yucatan village to support a
female candidate for president of
the village.
Professor of Sociology Jean
Blanchard attended Hull’s presen
tation and learned much.
“It was a very enlightening
discussion,” Blanchard said.

By Brian Donovan
Stiff Writer

The $5 per credit hour facili
ties fee is very different from
other fees charged by GVSU,
according to Joyce Ohm, student
senate president.
Ohm said the student senate
initiated its creation on behalf of
GVSU students.
“We were lacking some key
facilities that students really need
to make this a university, not just
a place to go to school,” Ohm
said.
The Recreation Center addi
tion to the Fieldhouse would not
have existed without the facilities
fee, she said.
“The student senate has been
involved in the planning of the
recreation center from start to fin
ish,” Ohm said, “from instituting
the fee to playing a part in the
planning of the structure to pick
ing a color for the carpet.”
“I have yet to hear anything
negative” about the fee, she said,
although she understood that it
faced some criticism when the
resolution was proposed.
The student senate passed the
facilities fee resolution on April
23, 1992. The resolution claimed
that facilities at the Allendale and
Grand Rapids campuses were
“severely lacking for the size of
the student population.” It also
noted the lack of funds being
spent for capital improvements at
GVSU by the State government.
The resolution by itself did
not establish the fee, but initiated
the idea, which was then “rati
fied” by the university administra
tion, Ohm said.
The fee also has helped to pay
for Jhe atrium and Food Court in
the Commons, said Phyllis
Forbes, GVSU’s Assistant Vice
President for Facilities.
The fee raised funds for the
remodeling of Seidman House to

The new Recreation Center, dedicated last September, was made possible by
the Facilities Fee. Photo By Gretchen Prutzman.
provide a study area. Other
remodeling projects at the Life
Science Center, AuSable Hall,
Kirkhof Center, and Art Centers I
and II were financed by the fee,
said Forbes.
“Remodeling” includes reno
vation of roofing, electrical,
plumbing, and heating and air
conditioning
systems,
said
Forbes. The facilities fee has also
paid for sprinkler systems, furni
ture, and replacing sidewalk.

“The student senate
has been involved in
the planning o f the
Recreation Center
from start to finish,
from instituting the fee
to playing a part in the
planning o f the
structure to picking a
color fo r the carpet
-Joyce Ohm,
President, student senate
This summer the fee will help
pay for the remodeling of Lake
Michigan Hall to add class space
and for the creating of a confer

ence room in Zumberge Library,
Forbes said.
Even with the facilities fee,
which generated $1,525,700 for
the fiscal year 1994-95, GVSU
still lags behind other Michigan
universities in the amount of facil
ities’ space per student, according
to Forbes.
“We’re 15th out of 15,”
Forbes said.
The facilities fee has also
been helping the university keep
debt-free.
The student senate resolution
mentioned that the senate support
ed the fee only during the life of a
revenue bond for the Recreation
Center.
However, according to James
Bachmeier, assistant vice presi
dent for Finance, no revenue bond
was issued for the Recreation
Center project. GVSU paid for the
project without borrowing and is
retiring the deficit with the facili
ties fee proceeds, he said.
Joyce Ohm said the separa
tion of the facilities fee from
tuition charges enhances the stu
dent senate’s influence over dis
position of the funds raised.
“I would take a fee over an
increase in tuition any day,” Ohm
said. “At least students retain at
least some authority in how their
money's spent.”

H istory Day gives high schoolers chance
to display their k n ow led ge of the past
tions/junior division) Elsie Marie Stauffer, Jeff Link and Steve
Tyler
of Union High School for a Mangus of Union High School;
By Aimee Haun
Staff Writer
presentation on “The Black “Harriet Tubman” by Lindsey
Panther Party for Self Defense;” Strobridge, Emily Rozegnal,
On Feb. 24, local middle and and (historical papers/senior divi Caryn Toumell, and Hoyt Carrier
high school students competed in sion) James Harris of Union High III of Union High School;
events ranging from research School for a paper on “Frederick “WLHM Television Presents
Dorthea Dix” by Stacey Lorenskj,
papers and table-top projects to Douglass.”
Other individual winners Emilie Weston, Mol lie Hoffman
slide and video productions and
theatrical
performances
for were Kyle Zwiep of Holland and Kari Mukans of Union High
Christian Middle School for a pro School.
National History Day.
ject
on “Rosa Parks,” Lori Smits
Judges at the event agreed
Of the 37 winners, 10 indi
that
the competition was a good
of
Holland
Christian
Middle
vidually performed their histories.
experience
for those involved.
School
for
“Integration
at
Little
These 10 individuals were (in
“It’s
a
great way for kids to
the senior division) Emily Honey Rock Central High,” and Susie
of Union High School for her Visser of Ada Christian Middle explore history,” said Steve
“Nellie Bly” presentation; Rachel School for “Samuel Adams, Man Herron, a judge.
Judge Dan Willison was
Goodstein of East Grand Rapids of Independence.”
Group presentations included impressed by the subject variety.
Middle School for a presentation
‘This competition had a wide
on the “GM Flint Sit-Down Strike (media) “A1 Capone” by Tony
variety
of historical topics,” he said.
Carlson,
Jeff
Nanzer,
Tim
of 1936-1937;” (media presenta
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Job referral goes electronic at Career Services
the Career Services office, located views, career fairs, the career
on the second floor of the Student resources library and workshops
By Amy Greenlee
Service Building, where they can on career search skills.
Staff Writer
purchase a resume program,
resume expert, for $ 20.
“The first year 800
Diane Pace, director of
Then they can set up an
GVSU’s Career Services office,
students used the
appointment with the staff. When
has been at GVSU for two years
service... The
finished with their resume, the
and is going high-tech: Since
students
give
it
to
a
staff
member
February of last year her office
advantage o f this is so
who downloads the resume onto a
has been using an electric job
“It helped me with my database to store for future refer that the resume can be
referral service to assist students.
rals.
updated more easily.”
resume. It made
Pace said that the electric job
“Students
can
take
home
their
service guides the studenf through
writing it a lot easier. ” disk, but it needs to be used on an
resume preparation and allows
-D iana Pace,
IBM computer,” Pace said. “The
students to download resumes into
Director,
Career
Services
-B ecky Lansdell, advantage of this is so that the
a database. The job service links
Student resume can be updated more easi
students with employers in
Career Services is planning
ly.”
Next, the students learn inter special events in March for
“The first year 800 students
used the service-from February viewing skills with a staff mem “Career Planning Month.” Some
of the topics covered will be
ber.
‘95 to October ‘95,” Pace said.
Students can then take advan career planning, decision making,
The way the job referral
works is that students come into tage of campus-employee inter job search strategies and career
Detroit, Traverse City and West
Michigan.
Requests come in instanta
neously through fax machines and
a 24-hour hot line.
According to Pace, registered
students can come in anytime to
find out about job positions.'1

great scores...

©

networking.
Becky Lansdell, a student
worker at the Career Services, has
seen a lot of changes in the way
the center operates.
“I’ve done the resume and
information, but I don’t use the
hotline because I’m not graduat
ing in six months,” Lansdell said.
“I’m a junior.”
Lansdell explained that the
services used are mostly for full
time permanent jobs, many of
whose postings are also listed in
books.
Lansdell’s glad she used the
resume expert program.
“It helped me with my
resume,” she said. “It made writ
ing it a lot easier.”
Lansdell said she would
strongly recommend the program
to anyone.

HIRINC STUDENTS FOR SUMMER JOBS

& TUITION
ASSISTANCE*

great
'
teachers...

WE ARB LOOKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WANT TO WORK
PART-TIME
WE OFFER CHALLENGING WORK WITH GOOD PAY AND
WEEKENDS OFF!

RPS
HAS A JO B FOR YOU!

Kaplan helps you focus
your test prep study
where you need it most.
Our teachers will show
you the proven skills and
test-taking techniques
to help you...

RPS' PRELOAD SORT NEEDS HARD WORKING INDIVIDUALS! YOU WILL HAVE
THE OPPORTUNITY TO WORK MONDAY THRU FRIDAY, STARTING AT 2:30 A M.
TO ABOUT 6:30 A M. WORKING 20 - 25 HOURS PER WEEK WILL LEAVE YOU
WITH PLENTY OF TIME TO STUDY
IF INTERESTED. PLEASE CALL
791- 1889

ORAPPLY IN PERSON AT
3378 3MILE RD NW
WALKER, MI 49544
STARTING WAGE IS S7.00 AND AFTER THIRTY DAYS OF EMPLOYMENT YOU
WILL RECEIVE $1.00 TUITION CREDIT FOR EVERY HOUR YOU WORK. PAID
ONCE A CLASS PERIOD AND TAX FREE. AFTER 90 DAYS OF EMPLOYMENT YOU
WILL RECEIVE AN ADDITIONAL S0.50/hr INCREASE

CALL1-800-KAP-TEST

EEOE

Need junior and senior Tutor/Counselors
to supervise and tutor high school
students at GUSU. This is a six week
summer job for June-July
A P P L Y BY M A R C H 1 9 , 1 9 9 6

For more information, and an
application, call tut.
3441 and ask for (M E
Pay range from ?G-B/hour depending on esperience

YO>,R
Is it the sound of that whispery voice, or those big, intellectual words? If your professors are putting you
to sleep, Revive with V iva™ . Don't let fatigue get the best of you. Vivaria's* the safe
way to stay mentally alert, with the same caffeine as about two cups of coffee.
So stay sharp in class. Don't sleep your way to the bottom.
■>1995 JmJConMumf h*4lttK4fW
Each laolet contacts 200 mg o( caflane, equal to area two cups of colfeo Use only as dnectefl
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science at
By Amfo M M km
Staff WHl«r

of three 15*hour By the end of each
teachers will have *

’ GVSU j a s a d i '^ A c I h #
professors have designed a
w *ti« n»a»iw «vovuvi»««
workshop program for area ele- developing
instructional,
mentary and middle schools to hands-on activities for kids,”
promote science.
Sheline said. “This will give
the kids a real
R ecently
“We
will
also
understanding
awarded
a
of
problemgrant from the
encourage the
s
o
l
v i n g
Dwight
D.
teachers to develop through real
E is e n h o w e r
local
science and ,
H i g be r
• ..:i % >• t ' •.. * v .
The pro
E d u c a tio n a l leadership programs .
gram
will
P ro fessio n al
It really keeps the
span Allegan,
Development
t ,
G r a n t momentum o f science K e n
M
u
s
k
e
g
o
n,
P rogram
improvement/*
M
o
n
t
c
a
l
m
,
w o r t h
Newaygo
and
$76,867, .th e
-M a ry Ann Sheline, Ottawa counp ro fesso rs,
Program Director ties, and will
along
with
Offer three catarea teachers '
and instructors from Calvin egories o f instruction: from
College, decided to establish kindergarten through second
the program to aid elementary grade; grades three and four;
and fifth through seventh.
and middle school teachers.
‘This way we can reach as
The team o f professors is %
many
teachers as possible,’*
putting together a classroom
said
Sheline.
“We will also
curriculum that would support
encourage
the
teachers to
the state requirements for math
develop
local
science
and lead
and science, said program
ership
programs.
It
really
keeps
director Mary Ann Sheline.
The program will last for the momentum of science
*
12 -18 months, and will consist improvement.*’

here for students,” Rycenga said.
“The people use more of the
campus than the college uses of
Allendale.”
Rycenga said he was
pleased working with the GVSU
student senate toward common
goals, such as a letter-writing
campaign to push improvements
on M-45.
“I've seen some of the let
ters coming out of the student
senate, and I couldn't ask for
more,” Rycenga said. “Our goals
are the same there: for a better
traffic flow on M-45.”
Rycenga said some of the
problems students and Allendale
have had in the past stem from a
lack of communication.
Of the Zoning Ordinance
that prevents more than two
unrelated people from living
together, Rycenga said that
though students were not severe
ly affected by the proposal, the
Township could have reached
out more.
“We didn't do a good job in
communicating with students on
that,” he said.
•Rycenga added that current
problems for the students deal
with things that the Township
has little control over.
“We do give warnings, and
when they are not heeded, we
have to give them a citation,” he .
said. “I think we're concerned
with students getting drunk.”
Nonetheless, Rycenga was

roi, o ff
our entire stock of
backpacks and briefpacks,
while supplies last.

pleased with the low levels of
crime in the community.
"I don’t think [crime]'s a
major issue,” Rycenga said.
“Overall, we have very few
problems with the students.”
To deal with future prob
lems, Rycenga suggested that
students sit down with patrol
officers and sherrifs to resolve
any conflicts.

that Allendale and GVSU need
to increase their communication.
“The
township
could
always do a better job in asking
the university's views on
things,” Me Logan said. “They
agreed to talk on the zoning mat
ter only when it didn't make any
difference.”
Me Logan would like to see
a permanent task force to facili
tate communication between the
“It would be a great university and Allendale.
“It would be a great idea for
idea fo r the town to
the town to establish a perma
establish a permanent
nent task force to deal with stu
task force to deal with dent issues,” Me Logan said. “If
the Township Board would be
student issues
willing to establish such a col
-M atthew Me Logan, laborative committee, I happen
Vice President, University to think that could be very pro
Relations ductive.”
The student senate is plan
‘We'd be glad to sit down ning to have a meeting of GVSU
and talk it over,” Rycenga said. administrators and student sena
“Open communication is real tors with Allendale Township
important.”
officials in early April to address
GVSU Vice President of student
concerns
about
University Relations Matthew Allendale.
Me Logan said the university
Chris Baratian, vice presi
has tjad a long working-relation dent of Political Actions for stu
ship with Allendale Township, dent senate, said he would like
but he would like to see it con this first meeting to evolve into a
tinue to evolve.
regular forum for student con
“I would characterize our cerns.
relationship as 'on-going,' rather
Its point is “to set up a gen
than as in spurts,” Me Logan eral time, a regular meeting,"
said, noting that GVSU works Baratian said. “It's being pro
with Allendale constantly, not posed as the first of many.
“Hopefully, this will set up
just on individual projects.
Me Logan said he agrees a semi-annual event.”
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Kingston study abroad program open to all
According to Sue Martin of
the
International
Office of Affairs,
By Bernadette J. Fox
Staff Writer
both classes require no prerequi
sites and are appropriate for stu
dents
of any major.
GVSU students tired of
“Anyone
would be welcome
Allendale can study in England
in
either
of
these
classes,” Martin
this summer.
Kingston University will be said.
While the actual date of
offering a British Culture course
and International Accounting departure has not been deter
(Accounting 330) in a study mined, Martin expects the trip to
abroad program at Kingston take place over mid-summer.
“We will probably depart the
University in England.
The Accounting course will last week of June and return the
first week of
focus on the dif
August,”
Martin
ferences
in
“We will probably
said.
accounting sys
depart the last week o f
Martin also
tems used by
said
students
June and return the
various coun
tries, and the first week o f August... may opt to stay
in
Europe
e n v iro n m e n ts
We can arrange fo r a longer than the
and
business
duration of the
practices
in
later return if they
scheduled class
which these sys
would like to see
es if they wish.
tems were origi
“We
can
Europe a little bit.”
nally developed
arrange for a
and
currently
function.
The
--Sue Martin, later return if
course will be Office o f International Affairs they would like
to see Europe a
taught by GVSU
little bit,” said
faculty.
Lectures on British history Martin.
The cost of the program is
and life and England, as well as
trips to significant British sights $2,900 plus six credits of tuition.
such as Bath, Oxford and the This price includes airfare,
National Theatre will all be part of ground transportation, a single
room in a student residence hall,
the British Culture course.

Martin said that interested
students should apply soon in
order to insure that they will
receive financial aid.
“The sooner they apply the
better, because we can get their
financial aid papers moving

Kingston lectures, field trips and
receptions.
Hammer scholarships are
available to help cover the costs
for Business majors participating
in the program, and financial aid
is available for other majors.

along,” Martin said.
Applications for the program
are available in the Office of
International Affairs at 106 STU
(895-3898). Martin can be con
tacted at 771-6672 or MARTINS@GVSU.EDU.
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Students like freshman Angi Wilson can now check their E-mail on their way to lunch at the Food Court.
These/our E-mail "kiosks," similar to the six in the Kirkhof Center since last July, were installed Monday.
Photo By Tom Hoffmtyer.

" GET PAID FOR WORKING OUT"

LAW ENFORCEMENT OPPORTUNITIES

MEETING THE CHALLENGE

Looking for a challenging and exciting career working for one of the fastest growing law
enforcement teams in the country? Then picture yourself asa member of The U.S. Border Patrol.
The U.S. Border Patrol is the mobile, uniformed, enforcement arm of the U.S. Department of
Justice, Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS). Th^ppjniJer Patrol detects and prevents
the smuggling and unlawful entry of undocumented ali«^.jnto Bie U.S. and is also the primary
drug Interdicting agency along the U.S. land
AW &M s
s
Border Patrol Agents enjoy one of the hlgl
law enforcement agencies
throughout th e U.S. and are renow ned
fine esprit de corps, and
unm atched professionalism.

"Ican’t afford to pay for college and a gym
membership, so instead I work at UPS and
earn $8,500/year whilt working 20 hours
per week"
That's not the only advantage at working
at UPS
There are other benifits included:
* 2 different work schedules
4:30am-8:30am
10:00pm-2:30am
* paid orientations
* full health benefits
* student loans up to $25,00/year

N e ce ssa ry Q u a lifica tio n s:
• U.S. citizen
^
• Hold a valid driver's license
• Not have reached your 37th birthday
the time you are hired
• Have one year of qualifyfl

td speak and read

w
rjd Investigation

and medical exam
VsDegree

Sound In te re stin g ?
If you think you can meet the challenge, ai
a-day telephone application system will be

757-3001. This 24-hourH 13-19, 1996 ONLY!
written test and an oral interview. All
many vacancies an ticipated in the
teste d In the Philadelphia or

All qualified applicants will be schedulecTto
vacancies w ill be along the southw est bo
southern California area. Applicants wfio

Chicago area in early April.
S e lec ted c a n d id a te s must s
training program,
outstanding b e n

e tc a rigorous Id -w ee k basic
0 5 -5 2 8 ,9 2 9 p e r year, plus
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United Parcel Service
An Equal Opportunity Employer
Interested people call 249-7540 or contact
your job placement/ student employment
office.
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O u r V iew
It's time for a serious student
voice in Allendale Township
G V SU students and Allendale residents may not always live right
next door to each other, but they do have to share the same
community, and they also need to start acting like neighbors.
The major problem between the students and the township, as
Allendale Township Supervisor Roger Rycenga noted, (See article,
page 1.) is a lack of communication.
It is time to change that.
G V SU Vice President Matthew M e Logan has suggested that
Allendale form a permanent standing committee to keep Allendale
aware of the needs of G V S U students year-in, year-out.
This is a noteworthy idea, especially because students, by virtue
of the fact that they graduate after four years, cannot permanently
establish an institution to convey their needs.
The committee need not have any official legislative power so
long as it increases communication. The committee should be made
up of Allendale residents and G V S U students^and administrators to
ensure that the township and students balance needs - or at least
communicate so that there are no conflicts out of ignorance.
The student senate's efforts to establish rapport with Allendale are
noble, but all-too infrequent They are so infrequent that even senate
Vice President of Fblitical Actions Chris Baratian hopes the meeting he
arranged with township officials grows into a semi-annual event.
Unfortunately, lack of communication is more than a semi
annual problem.
The Lanthorn calls on the G V S U student senate to work
Allendale Township officials to form a standing committee to alle^
these problems and help further integrate the university wi
Allendale community.
Such a committee would be a good first step toward
students and Allendale residents acting like real neighbors.

There's still time to run for senate...
G V S U student senate election packets are due tomorrow.
Elections will be held March 26-28, when G V S U 's nearly 14,000
students will choose thirty student senators to represent their views.
They must be good senators.
You can make sure that they are - or be one of them.
Simply pick up an election packet at the Student Life Office, get
50 signatures supporting your candidacy, return the packet by
tomorrow, and start campaigning.
The student senate has many serious responsibilites. Among other
things, it is in charge of allocating over $300,000 in Student Life Fee
money (which you pay each semester) to student organizations.
O f late, the student senate has also wisely been pursuing other
serious issues, such as improvements to M -45 and improving relations
with Allendale township.
The G V SU student senate is one of the few means students have
to effect change across the campus as a whole. The Lanthorn would
like to see the best students serve on the student senate, but we
cannot force those students to run. You can.
The Lanthorn urges you to seek those students out.

Added E-mail terminals a good start
It may be an old song, but our singing it has had results,
however miniscule. The Lanthorn has called for more campus E-mail
terminals on several occasions, with shamefully little effect.
Until Monday. M onday the university installed four new E-mail “kiosks" in the
Commons near the Food Court. This is a welcome improvement, but
G V SU students deserve more.
The Lanthorn still believes our computer facilities are in need of
upgrading. No matter how good they are, four more computers are
still only four more computers.
We're still singing, old song or not. We'll keep singing it until it
is addressed seriously.

The views expressed in "Our View*represent the opinion of The
Lanthom’s editorial board.
Opinions expressed in columns, tetters and editorial cartoons are
the views o f their writers and/or artists. They do not necessarily
reflect the views o f The Lanthorn.
Readers are encouraged to express their own opinions in letters
to "Campus C oncern^ Letters should be less than 200 words.

Hantborn Staff Box
Ed itor : Shane Szaiai
N ews Editor : Jim C lass
C ampus Life Editor : Jennifer Vanse
Sports E ditor : Joe Schaefer
Entertainment Editor : Michelle D isler
Photo E ditor : T om H offmeyer
C olumnists: D exter Peterson and C.D. B urge
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A d vktisin g Manager : A m y Meadows
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Burge On
When I was just a little guy,
toodling around in high school,
teachers were the epitome of
knowledge. They knew every
thing, were in control of every
learning situation, and everyone
said what role models they were.
Nice thought, but what a
d to live up to!
not until I reached
iat I realized that teachople, too. (And, in
, even that is VERY
! e .)

Which brings us to a very

• • •

With
CD.

Burge
Staff
Columnist
important point: professors,
being regular people, will do reg
ular people things.
Such as “Professorspeak.”
I know some of you are
thinking, “You’re losing us,

Burge; back to earth, now!” But
hear me out.
As we all know (especially
with mid-terms happening), profs
will tend to come up with more
and more excuses, much like us
students. The thing is, we are
supposed to think it’s all on the
up-and-up.
The “Figure it out” crack,
um, research team has come up
with some ways to see through
these phrases and get their true
meaning. Like these:

Burge's easy-to-follow guide to "Professorspeak:"
WHAT THE PROF SAYS: 1

WHATYOU MIGHT
BETHINKING:

WHAT THE PROF REALLY
MEANS:

"After thinking about the
situation, I’ve decided it would
be best for all if I curved the test
scores."

"You buffoons couldn't even
get a 70 percent on this thing!"

"I don't mean to say the test
was too hard, but the head of the
department scored a 59 on it."

"I'm sorry 1 haven't got the
tests back to you in two weeks,
but scholastic commitments have
been a great burden recently."

"His wife has been a great
burden recently."

"College basketball's on,
and you want me to do what?"

"I'm sorry you guys had to
come to the 8 o'clock, and 1
canceled it, but it was a bad
situation."

"That last tequila really did
you in, eh, teach?"

"If you guys can skip class,
I can sleep in once in a while!”

"These evaluations will be
read by me, and 1 take the
criticisms very seriously."

"Does that mean you might
change the format of the class for
the first time in 20 years?"

"Yeah, 1 seriously have to
get a cup of coffee, so fill this
out while I hit the vending
machine."

"I really hate giving out
grades; they're so meaningless!"

"To you, maybe."

"Just because I have two
tests and a paper in the class, and
if you fail one of them, you're
done for, I am not about to
increase what I have to grade."

"I stress attendance, because
I feel that in a learning situation,
you must be present to gain
insight."

"Insight that comes from
teaching word-for-word from the
book, maybe."

"Hey, if I've got to get up at
seven in the morning, so should
you!"

"My office hours are from
10-12 on Mondays, Wednesdays,
and Fridays."

"That's
interesting,
considering that you teach four
one-hour classes. What do you do
with the other 22 hours a week?"

"I would have more office
hours, but one can only take
wrathful students for so long."

"I don't really like to lecture
all the time, at least not for all
three hours."

"Did you see the two kid
who comitted suicide during at
the 2:36 mark of your lecture last
week?"

"Creativity is fun, but being
a teacher, I finally get to turn it
around on all the times I had to
sit in class all dazed and
confused."

Next Week: Burge rambles on (and on) again!
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Drivers are the
problem, not
I keep reading all these
articles In The
Lanthorn
discussing the issue of much
needed repairs on M-45.
1 encourage the staff of The
Lantboro to look at the issue from
wore than one angle before
"catling for serious action.
Many people drive on M-45
everyday, just like They do many
other toads. I’m sick of everyone
Warning the road for the number
of tar accidents that have taken
jdace.
^deathrowT’ of
v" as if the road
,,___ ___ .t^rs together fdrfciv.
If roads could talk**
typical conversation
s o i l i n g like this:

■

‘

. tt| >iyy M AM UtD'A

cheap little Escort. Those baWes

reatty;ltyvWch this^S'.-r
it’s time to wake up from
ittle fentasiefi;„-i|rthe' drivers;
daybe an appropriate nickname
city” |§ § better yet,
Quit whining, people, and
face it, M-45 is just another road,
so stop making stupid excuses.
“But I couldn’t see the yellow
“The road was too icy.”
' You can make all the excuses
and repairs you want, but the
drivers won't change.
Mitch Campbell
Student

GVSU employee unsatisfied with response from state on M-45
After reading the article in The approved for
restructuring as a
Lanthom, “Politics halt repairs to four-lane boulevard, but has been
M-45, State government choosing placed on indefinite hold pending
dollars instead of lives," I want to state funding. It is ^ad that you as
share with you a letter I wrote to Governor and the legislature can’t
Governor Engler regarding M-45.
agree on a gas tax or the way new
I think the GVSU community roads are funded $o construction of
will have to get aggresive in their a safer stretch of road in Tallmadge
determination to have Lake and Allendale Township can begin.
Michigan Drive improved.
I lived on Lake Michigan Drive
in Tallmadge Township for 22 years
Sonja Schipper
and now live in Allendale. I travel
GVSU Finance Department
daily to and from work at Grand
Valley State University.
January 8, 1996
In my 17 years at GVSU the
traffic has probably doubled. GVSU
Dear Governor Engler:
enrollment has increased yearly,
mostly from commuter students.
On Wednesday, December 27,
Lake Michigan Drive was con1995,
another
____________ structed to handle
accident occurred
_ ~ ~ _ ”
cars per
Who is responsible
for 9,000
on
Lake
day; by the year
the cynicism which
Michigan Drive
2000, traffic is
(M-45)
in
projected
to reach
accuses politicians of
Allendale
20,000 vehicles
be
T o w n s h i p , ’ requiring an equation of per day. This
Ottawa County.
so many human lives roadway is NOT
safe!
Living very
lost to neutralize party
Who
is
nearby, I was wit
ness
to
the doctrines, philosophies, responsible for
intense rescue
and power struggles to the cynicism
effort. As I
which accuses
finally address and
watched an Aero
politicians
of
Med helicopter redress life-threatening requiring
land on Lake
equation
conditions (M-45!)
Michigan Drive
many
to transport the
lives lo:
within our state?
accident victim
tralize
to a Grand Rapids hospital, 1 trines, philosophies,
thought to myself, “How many struggles to finally a<
more accidents and deaths on this redress life-threatening stretch of road is there going to be (M-45!) within our state?
before M-45 is reconstructed (as MAs the 1996 legislative session
DOT announced ten years ago!)?”
begins, please...haven’t the equation
A 6.6 mile stretch of M-45, requirements been met?
known as “Accident Alley in
Tallmadge
and
Allendale
Sincerely,
Townships, has been M-DOT
Sonja Schipper

Mental Illness Part of GVSU diversity
With Kara* Hooyenga
Student

Growing up in Holland, it wasn’t
unusual for me to hear one junior high
kid taunting another on the
playground with, “You’re crazy."
Laughing scornfully, the bully
might add, “Just like those people in
Pine Rest.”
Though I used to jeer along with
the others, back then 1 had no idea
where or what Pine Rest was. I did,
however have some notion about the
work “crazy.” It meant “w eird,"
“different,” and sometimes, “scary."
When last summer I was
hospitalized for acute anxiety and
depression, those scary words from
the playground came back to me.
Suddenly, I knew what it was
like to be different I wondered if I’d
every feel “normal” again.
Movies and books can portray
mental illness in such a frightening
way that it is understandable why
some people might be tempted to
laugh at or avoid those who show
signs of it.
Certainly, for this reason, I have
tried to hide the signs of my own
illness from my classmates and even,
sometimes, my family and close
friends who show me support.
However, attempting to conceal
the hyperventilation and suffocation
terror of a panic attack during class is
nearly impossible. Trying to be casual
about the weeks of class I missed due
to insomnia or the paralyzing
numbness of a depressive episode is
harder still.
It is easier, though, than
explaining to friends and professors
what’s going on.
It’s easier to let people think

you’re irresponsible or even stupid,
and for them to avoid you, than to tell
them how out of control you feel. And
how alone.

Like the adult students
and students with physical
disabilities written about
in earlier articles in The
Lanthom, students with
mental illness are part o f
the diversity o f the popula
tion at GVSU. My hope is
that students like me will
be accepted and will not
be afraid to seek the help
and support they need.
Because students suffering from
depression or anxiety may think they
are, in fact, alone in their struggles,
they tend to fall even farther behind in
their studies from discouragement.
This discouragement leads to
more anxiety and depression. From
this cycle, both studies and
relationships suffer.
Behavior becomes more erratic,
and those who don’t know or under
stand why the person with mental
illness has suddenly changed can feel
hurt or angry.
These obstacles to-academic and
personal success have often kept me
from receiving the education,
attention, and respect I deserve.
j Like the adult students and
students with physical disabilities
written about in earlier articles in The
Lanthom, students with mental illness
are part o f the diversity of the
population at GVSU.
My hope is that students like me

will be accepted and will not be afraid
to seek the help and support they
need.
As freshman Aimee Haun was
quoted in last October’s Lanthom
series on handicapped access on cam
pus, “I don’t want to be babied, il just
want to be able to get around.”
For myself and others who are
mentally challenged, this rings true.
We just want the freedom to
enjoy Grand Valley, and to be who we
are.
Some ways to help a friend who
has a mental illness:
•Be patient. Sometimes your
friend could go through rough periods
where they may act very differently or
even avoid you.
If you’re not sure why your
friend is behaving in these ways, the
best thing to do is ask. You’ll find out
if the person is indeed angry with you
or just having problems.
•Be encouraging. If you notice a
friend who has to leave class often or
who doesn’t show up at all for
extended periods of time, try talking
to them about it.
They may appreciate offers of a
ride to class to help get them out of
bed on time, or for you to accompany
them outside the classroom during an
anxiety attack.
•Be respectful. People with
depression or anxiety don’t ever
benefit from cruel remarks or even .
from well-intended comments such as
“Pull yourself up by your bootstraps.
Some will power will help you get out
of bed or be less afraid."
“Will power” is not the answer
for mental illness any more then it is
for alcoholism or eating disorders.
Remember, your friend is suffering
from a very real disease, and needs
your respectful support.

Engler responds . .
January 10, 1996
Dear Ms. Schipper:
Thank you for taking the time to share your concerns with me. Your infor
mation and opinions help keep me informed on matters that are most important
to the people of Michigan.
I have taken the liberty o f forwarding your information and concerns to
the Director o f the Michigan Department of Transportation, Mr. Patrick
Nowak, as well as a member o f my Executive staff for further review. Please
be assured that your views will be considered in discussions and development
o f state policy as it relates to this issue.
Thank you again for contacting me. Because of the involvement and gen
uine concern of individuals like you throughout our state. I am confident we
will succeed in building a brighter and better future for all of our citizens.
Sincerely,
John Engler
Governor

MDOTDirector responds...
February 2, 1996

Dear Ms. Schipper:
Governor Engler ashed me to respond to your letter of January 8, 1996, con
cerning M-45, Lake Michigan Drive, in Allendale. I share your concern regarding
this stretch of state trunkline; unfortunately, there are a number of equally important
capacity and safety projects throughout the state. As you arc aware, while the
Michigan Department of Transportation (MDOT) does plan on reconstructing M45, lack of funding currently prevents us from proceeding.
During the legislative session, the relationship among transportation providers
did not create an atmosphere that fostered compromise on raising new transporta
tion revenue. The county road commissions' refusal to negotiate any changes to the
distribution formula for new revenue left Governor Engler little choice but to end
;otialions for a revenue increase, delaying any possible change in transportation
lue for a year or more. We hope that the next opportunity for a transportation
increase will result in a compromise that is fair to all parties involved,
limited funding has been directed toward the completion of a number of
:ity and safety projects which, in the best interests of the state, must be
I. While the reconstruction of M-45 is important to MDOT, we are simply
to complete all of the projects that are needed statewide at this time.
Thanks you for expressing your opinion on this issue. If you have any further
comments please call either me or Louis H. Lambert. Deputy Director, Bureau of
Transportation Planning at (517) 373-0343.
Sincerely,
Patrick M. Nowak
M-DOT Director

*

Just another day at school...
campus, but sometimes I’m sure 1 look
like a refugee from Gilligan’s Island
(and I don’t mpan Mrs. Howell,
Ginger or Maryann).
I’m envious of the students who
When I’m nudging across the
come to school with their nails Appian Way (the sidewalk) to class
polish^tjteir hair coiffured,and their with ray assortment
____________
_____
_
of bags,
which
clothing ensemble coordinated with • hold all the essentials that I roust have
"“itching accessories.
with me, at ail rimes, in case I might
It’s downright discouraging to need one of them, I think about Tony
see a guy with his make-up just so, Curtis’s role of gladiator in the movie
jewelry on, and his nails lacquered “Spartacus."
Whea l feel lucky to get a shower and
a memorable scene is the one in
hop into clean anything (which is an which his battle-trainer leader forced
masses), him to hold a metal ball roughly the
size of a grapefruit oot at ami's length
ft gives roe an identity crisis and and shoulder level in the scorching
an inferiority complex thatsraacks me midday sun until he said “Drop it.”
into the reality of not being a superCurtis stood there, never
flinching, as his arm trembled and
. Maybe the heroine in Delacroix’s sweat poured down his agonized face,
painting of “Liberty JLeading the dutifblly waiting, and praying, to be
People? is dressed as she is because dismissed.
she was too dam busy taking care of
I feel his pain.
everybody else, and didn’t get a
He might to try slinging some
Chance to check the mirror before she book bags Over his shoulder, arms,’and
started her day.
one hand that is already curling into a
She probably has just fixed her death grip fromclutching onto another
femily a nice, hearty breakfast, shooed bag or two in the midst of a Michigan
them out the door, and rushed; around winter, while trying to balance a mug
to he about her business of leading her of coffee with the other hand. We’ll
countrymen In a revolt, never giving a see who has endurance!
_________________________
....... - r
moment’s thought to her own
Relief is finding a place to sit
doyni, collapsing into that seat,
As evidenced in the painting the marking my territory, and setting up
men woe tripping over each other in Camp for an hoot or so.
their fervor to join die cause. (What
„ This gives me the strength to
man wouldn't want to volunteer and carry on - to pack up aB my near at the
n iu i

mvoqw

house hare-breasted t
sucbaiwtty-to getter
reAlivfriflhtenin? to oi

all ixitewedjf

noni

MEN &

the day, I coniinue until, at last, I find
myself standing in one of the parking

With diligence, perseverance
WP&V . and, usually, the guidance of one of
er md ray friends. I find my car, and, by that
‘ tied drae, I really don’t caw if I’ve come
Ife' S i t

®be Uanttwm
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Student and A llendale Resident writes w ith "Reality Check"
Adulthood normally is a time
when the realities o f life sink in.
A sm all group of G VSU
students,
how ever,
recently
regressed to the ego-centric behavior
o f two-year-olds.
In recent weeks The Lanthom
has covered the rhetoric this small
group has been using in its childish
attem pt to inflam e an em otional
reaction from the majority o f the
student body.
At a special forum sponsored by
the student senate Feb. 19, this
handful o f students made several
vague complaints against the Ottawa
County Sheriff’s Department and the
city of Allendale.
Since it appears nobody has
pointed out the realities o f life to
these crybabies, it’s time for
someone to show ju st how shallow
their gripes are.
Gripe: “There has to be a cer
tain college
atm osphere...”
Christian Baratian
Reality: Each college town has
its
own
unique
atm osphere
influenced largely be the valpes and
lifestyles of its permanent residents.
Allendale was a quiet, rural town
before you came to Grand Valley,
and you cannot expect Allendale to
change just because you are here.
Responsible students would have
taken the characteristics o f Allendale
into consideration before choosing to .
attend GVSU.
G ripe: “...students can’t have
an enjoyable weekend in Allendale
without a visit from the police.” Travis Olney
Reality: If “enjoyable” means
underaged drinking, creating too
much noise, busting bottles in
parking lots, vandalizing cars, the
destruction of buildings and various
other forms of disorderly conduct,
then I would hope that the police do
pay a visit. In fact, a visit isn’t near
ly enough. These behaviors are not
responsible and illegal, and they are

not something that m ost people
living in Allendale nor most GVSU
students define as “enjoyable.”

might leave. Grand Valley, but the
majority o f students did not come to
GVSU. to party. GVSU is still very
appealing as an undergraduate uni
versity. And GVSU officials would
be wise to see there is really little
threat of masses o f students leaving
ju st because they can 't break the law.
If a student handles the challenge of
grow ing up, by changing their
address rather than by changing their
level o f m aturity then it is that
student, not GVSU who is at a loss.
G ripe: The ILanthom stated that
G ripe: “For some reason this
Aaron Hubner said that most seniors
year, the police have been terrible...” move out o f Allendale by their senior
John Giaimo
year because Allendale has so little
to offer them.
Reality: Perhaps the real reason
they seem so terrible is that the
Reality: It may be true that
parties and social gatherings this most seniors move out of Allendale
year have been terrible. I am
during their senior year, but I wonder
surprised that these students find a
if this is the real reason. I suspect
problem with the Ottawa County
there are many other factors influ
Sheriffs. I have lived in Allendale for encing their decision to move.
two years and have only once been
In reality Allendale has a lot to
pulled over by an officer.
offer. Particularly to students who
come here to study. It is unrealistic
Giaimo further stated that 58th
D istrict Judge Kenneth Post is on your part to expect Allendale to
discriminating against students. If be just like the big city of Grand
Rapids, or to be ju st like the cities
this is truly the case there is a formal
grievance procedure to handle your other colleges are located in.
complaints. However, blaming the
Allendale is unique and friendly. I do
city o f Allendale will do nothing to
not have the space here to write
help your case.
about all the benefits I have enjoyed
G rip e : A ccording to The
from living in Allendale since mov
ing here two years ago. If you are
Lanthom, Chris D ’Angelo said he
feared that most students don’t think
willing, you’ll find them for your
they have any legal power and end
self.
up running away from
the
Corey Mosely suggested at the
community.
forum that the dialogue o f this debate
Reality: Perhaps this is your needs to focus on the violation of
fear, but it is not mine. I don’t rights. 1 wonder, what rights have
believe you can really know whether
been violated? Are underaged drink
or not this is how most students feel.
ing and disorderly conduct protected
by the Bill o f Rights? And I wonder
In reality we do have legal power.
And as long as we’re talking about
if these students have
considered
the rights o f their
neighbors who
the law. let’s rem ember that the
are being disturbed by noisy, destruc
behaviors this whole debate is about
tive parties. It sounds like what this
are illegal.
It may be true that a handful of minuscule handful of griping stu
dents really wants is someone to give
students
who
cannot
handle
behaving in a responsible manner them instant gratification as they cry
out.’T want my bottle.”

It is unrealistic on your
part to expect Allendale
to be just Uke the big
city of Grand Rapids, or
to be just like the cities
other colleges are
_____ located in.

NEEDED Day-CareInMyHome

Jason Granlund

Jenny Van Ryn

S en b r/P h y s. Ed;
"Relax."

Freshman, Health Science
Major.
"I'm gonna go play on the
swings."
.

Pete VVSckby

Sara Hall

Freshman, Bio-Med.
Major.
"I don't Jtnow becouse
spring do esn 't com e this
early in the U.R."

Freshman, Health
Communication Major.
"Visit my boyfriend in the
U.R and enjoy the snow."

VinhBur

Freshman, Psych/Special
Education Major.
"Flaunt my tattoo imthe
sun."

Jim Sullivan
Student

• Flexible hours - great for student
• Many summer/spring perks
• 1 child 5 years old
For more information call:

Kirsten Sleeper

‘

Senior, Managment Major.
"Play as much tennis as I
can."

Be A Life
Saver Become A
Plasma
Donor!

774-2855 or 361-6578

ask for Brian or Kimberly

The LANTHORN
Wants YOU!!!
Positions available in
the advertising department.

Receive
$20.00

Up to 25 hours per week
available @ $4.25per/Hr.
Part-time summer
work possible.
Apply at 100 Commons
any questions call 895-2460.

New donors receive
$30.00 on their
first donation
BE A PLASMA DONOR...
BECAUSE LIFE IS
EVERYBODY’S BUSINESS
M o n ./T h r s ......................8-5
T ues.A V cd./F ri..............8-5:30

for every
donation.

Scra-Tec Biological^
Limited Partnership |
1973 S. Division |
Call lor more information: 241-6335 ;
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visits
By Amie Million
Staff Writer

On February 29, actor,
author and former Los Angeles
Laker Kareem Abdul-Jabaar
visited the Fieldhouse to lecture
about his new book, “Profiles in
Black Courage.”
Though Jabaar had many
reasons to put this book together,
he said his main inspiration was
his son, who, when asked to do a
report on black history, declared
that he knew nothing about the
subject.
His inspiration for the title of
the book comes from President
John F. Kennedy’s book called
“Profiles in Courage.”
“[Kennedy’s book] is about
what it takes to be courageous in
America,” Jabaar said. Jabaar has
admired Kennedy since he was a
young teenager because of
Kennedy’s view on civil rights.
“It was not a popular stance
to take at that time. People told
him that he wouldn’t win the next
election if he took this route, but
he said that it didn’t matter,”
Jabbar said.
Jabaar’s lecture focused on
several African-Americans who
have been overlooked in history
books. He also spoke about the
myth that there were no blacks in
America before Christopher
Columbus.
For example, there have
been stone carvings of different
people’s heads found depicting
black characteristics “right down
to the braids.” These stone heads
can be traced back to the 1st cen
tury, B.C., an obvious indication
of black presence before the
arrival of Columbus.
Jabaar also spoke highly of
Krispus Annex, a man who,
along with many others, made a
great contribution to the history
of America.
“Yet, we know nothing about
this, said Jabbar. “These facts
need to be exposed to the world.”
Another fact that Jabaar pro
claimed undocumented in text
books was the fact that 30 to 40
percent of the patriots in the
Revolutionary War were black.

Kareem Abdul-Jabaar gets bombarded by his fans during a reception held after his speech at the Fieldhouse Feb. 29. Photo by Gretchen Prutzman.
“When we think of America, tions of whites, and white kids Los Angeles high school, at
we think of a nation that is the need to learn about blacks, he which no students knew how
most independent in the Western said.
white people had contributed to
hemisphere. We ask ourselves
the freeing of slaves. They were
‘How did we get there,’ and “I'm trying to increase
unaware of the roles of
‘What is that all about?”’ Jabaar
abolitionists during the days
awareness among
said.
of the Underground Railroad.
Americans about who
Jabaar, who earned a degree
After his lecture, Jabaar took
in History at UCLA, feels that we are and what we're
questions from the audience. One
history is how we answer those
question involved those students
all about. We have
questions.
who are aspiring to become
many stereotypes
teachers and how they can
“I’m trying to Increase
awareness among Americans
become
knowledgeable
in
about each other as
undocumented history in which
about who we are and what we’re
Americans, and we've Jabaar lectured.
all about,” he said. “We have
“First of all, 1 would like to
many stereotypes about each got to change that. We
other as Americans, and we’ve
commend
you on your choice of
have to stop assessing
profession, because teachers are
got to change that. We have to
each other."
stop assessing each other.”
the most important people in this
society,”
he said.
Jabaar expressed his belief
—Kareem Abdul-Jabaar
that “it goes both ways” when
“I would say to familiarize
referring to learning. Black kids
Jabaar noted a particular yourself with the subject. If you
need to learn about the contribu instance when he lectured at a are familiar with the subject mat

ter, than you will be able to con
tribute.”
Another question asked
Jabaar’s advice for young black
men who may find struggle try
ing to rise above the stereotypes
put upon them by society.
The lecture was sponsored
by the Black Student Union and
Ideas and Issues.
“I was pleased with how
well the program was operated
and with the content of the
lecture,” said Chad Garland,
advisor to Ideas and Issues.
“I felt he wasn’t animated
enough
to keep
people’s
attention. His presentation style
was a little unprofessional."
Garland was also pleased
that the event drew over 420
people, the most of any lecture
this year.

Soul Fest '96 brings students together as part of Black H istory M onth
Black Student Union (BSU) as
part of Black History Month and
Staff Writer
was intended for all audiences,
though the majority of the 150
Hearts, souls and stomachs students who attended were
were filled as Soul Fest '96 took African-American.
One of the main purposes of
over the Grand River Room on
the event is to educate, said
Feb. 26.
Vinnie Burrows, the "Queen Kelley Cross, BSU president.
of Black Theater,” did a stage
“Soul Fest is an annual event
presentation about a journey of African- Americans participate in
African- American experiences.
to enjoy our culture as well as
She presented different show others what our culture is
songs, poems and stories on about,” Cross said.
issues such as African-American
“All events sponsored by
and women's rights.
minorities are for everyone, not
“Some people
thought just minorities.”
women shouldn't have as many
Soul Fest displayed part of
rights as men because Jesus the African-American culture
wasn't a woman, but where did through the stage presentation
women come from?” Burrows and a dinne'r which followed.
questioned.
“No one on campus serves
Soul Fest was put on by the ethnic food,” said Eshe Baker,
By Laura Sheppard

vice president of BSU. “This
way, everybody can try it.”
According to Dean of
Minority Affairs, Don Williams,
this event brings AfricanAmericans together for another
Thanksgiving.
“There is respect and love
for one another at this event,”
Williams said.
Many students reminisced
and
enjoyed
a
good,
home-cooked meal after Burrows
concluded her presentation.
“This is a wonderful event,”
junior Kristen Grace said.
“It brings the people of the
black community together.”
Senior Aerica Swanson said
this positive event increases
participation and entertainment
every year. This increase shows
growth and student awareness.

by Jennifer Seek.
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Career Services offers forum to help students seeking a career abroad
4tt«Mc««ce6<«M0MM60««M'K«e46M«MO0M«<44<tt«64W«<«e«6«tf44M90O««4aM'

food from around the world will international business world.
The forum could also
begin at 11 a.m. on Thursday in
give students tips on how to enter
Campus Life Editor
the Kirkhof Center.
Career
Services
will the international business field.
“After the forum, there will
Grab your passport, next participate in International Week
week
GVSU
is
going by presenting an International be a half hour meet-and-greet
Relations and Business forum session where students can
international. *
March 18-22 is International March 19 at 4 p.m. in the network,” said Pat Kluz of
GVSU Career Services.
Awareness Week and the Cook- DeWitt Center.
“Students should dress
Representatives from several
diversity of events planned is as.
great
as
the
countries international companies will professionally and it wouldn't
answer student questions and hurt to bring a resume and be
represented.
.
WCKS, GVSU's student run provide information about the ready to network.”
radio station, will feature music
"International Awareness Week" Events
from different countries.
Sponsored by the GVSU
International
Club,
an
Mar
A m
W fVC
11-S n m
International quiz contest will be
held through out the week.
The winner will receive a
$20 gift certificate to San Chez
Tapas Bistro. Entry forms are at
both UBS locations.
Also occurring all week will
be
international drink specials
at Afterwards coffee house.
Noon-lp.m.,
WCKS “International Music Hour”
Additional
international
“Pakistan Music Hour”
5 p.m. UBS deadline for
events include foreign films each
5-7 p.m., Study Abroad International Quiz
night beginning at 7:30 p.m. at a
Experience, student forum
6 p.m., Quiz drawing
location that is to be announced.
An Ethnic Festival featuring
By Jennifer Vanse

— 1 Valley students, six weeks is all that remains
efree days of “underi noise, busting bottles in puking
ly conduct” to quote i
l remain nameless. (No, weVe not bitter.) At any rate, baVe
liege can be the best years of your life and
j't j.
, ■>■• • ■.
.. ■
-.. . ■
mrho are departing.

•
.
' -. ..

Use leftover liquor bottles as apartment

•

*

9. Convincing your parents thatthey should still do your
laundry for you.
8. Paid vacations.

•

f’ ^

'

7. Oettine a job where working evenings and weekends is not

........sSs M M

t oh-so-important

6 That quail ‘ ' '
job in

"

■■

..............r during that oh-so-important job

Leftovers

'

4. Loads and loads of taxes. Kiss that 1040EZ form goodbye;
and say hello to Mr. 1040A, 1099,1-9, etc...

^ A f^ fo o rJ

G er'n jp r'T H W o

■ '

by Nate Scott

-rfie n e u ^

-

prrojvA rw& f

j

ruasT CASmuyO cupitAcrE^s
5jiT£'n'
ptc-eWse-K.
5 4f»'QlLOo/,'E . ^

3. Standing on a street comer holding a sign saying “Will
(insert job field here) for money.”

3iv-TTT>.uaM
r .;2. More llamas than you can shake a stick at.
i
•

..

1. Pink slips.

The L,inthorn' s Top Eleven IDD <nv miended !<; he
tunny.

Even it you don't think <•’>. Emeh nnvw.tv.
You'll live lonyvr. Kc.illv Trust uv
Don't trip over your yown.

ST U D E N T SEN A TE
ELEC TIO N S
Housing dfechmination goes against everything this country stands for.
It's against the taw, yet it occurs a//across the nation. You can help
protect everyone's right to five in the neighborhood of their choice.

iW a rc h 2 6 , 2 7 , 2 8

Evsiyone deserve* a fairchance to own a home. Ifyou suspect unfairlending,
hsumnce or housing practices, contact HUD or your local Fair Housing Center.

tat

EQUALHOUSING
OPPORTUNITY

FAIRHOUSINGISTHELAW!
FAIR HOUSM ca ra t OfGREATERGRAND RATOS •616451-2900

in K irk h o f o r C o m m o n s
or request an e'm ail ballot
from senates river„it -gvsu ,edu
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The Aura o f the bar.. . (Part I)
the aura of the bar is an all-pow
erful one and it pays to be aware
of that fact. Here they are in no
particular order.

Half-shirt'ho’s:
M: What is this rash of
exposed flesh? Those pictures on
tlie cover of the MTV dance
party CD's will be the end of
society as we know it. Extra
bondage points for waisteline
hardware.
J: If it's below freezing and
you still wear half a shirt, unfor
tunately this is you. Velveeta
points can be added for also
wearing either A) a beeper on her
mid-riff or B) a belly chain.

A fo re;

little blue,
now,'
of every five
will fall victii
bout o f
depression
and unfortunate*
ly, those who do
re.«-:

Wm

' .,1 .

y Many T p
affected by
*"
the trouble tf
it off as a s

ser
to recognize
are in, blowing
« o f bad days,

not
v
you make up your
mind to get over,” said Diann
Fischer, a nurse practitioner and
■rsician's .............. i l i i !
i college
Health t e

tablets and how
_ , if the
twtPBtw ■ M i a
and i f he
is more initable than usual
and has

m

nm

By Jen Vanie
Campus Life Editor
and

Michelle Dialer
Entertainment Editor

the treat
counseling and coping skill,
exercise and s!fre&s reduction

tines the 1 1 1 ! long and lonely M l
n may be
ievent such firiaads o r; ad d 'to the.ifiready
h ^ jH o a d jrfc ja sse s, workand

..... ..... ..
'

f . udents, lesser known
ymptoms of depression are
ttributed to the “college
lifestyle” Chronic fatigue, loss
■
— y that is not relieved by
• and insomnia are signs
of depression but could be
excused away as partying too
ate or a series o f all-night
;emi|^bnuningi
Appetite
changes and
chronic pain are also signs df
depression but college students
may again overlook them.
Anxiety, memory and con
centration problems : are also
symptoms easy for students to

Drunk bastards:

If you think you may be
suffering
from depression,
Health Services does offer some
help
in
diagnosing and
facilitating
treatment
for
depression,
“All o f our appointments,
especially regarding depression,
are confidential," said Fischer
Another
resource
for
students
is
the
GVSU
Counseling Center which offers
confidential appointments with
professional counselors and
psychologists who are trained to
deal with things such as
depression.

Though you may not realize
it, every time you walk into a bar
you categorize yourself into a
certain bar-going group. It has
taken us years to accumulate
this knowledge and the research
has certainly been a struggle.
We have decided to pass on
this knowledge to those younger
and more inexperienced, because

Almost Dancers:

HRW and Health Services team up for Health Fair
By Jennifer Venae
Campus Life Editor

Spring is almost here and for
many students it means its time
to lose winter weight or just a
time to start living
healthier.
The Health, Recreation and
Wellness (HRW) office and
GVSU Health Services are team
ing up March 20 to bring a Health
Fair to GVSU.
“Health and Wellness in the
90's” will focus on improving
the body inside and out.

Y o u 'll golf) valuable experience,
and a lot o f character references.
Tile Wall Disney World'” College Program oilers
ambitious students a unique opportunity to experience

From 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the
Recreation Center, the Health
Fair will feature information
booths from several area
organizations. Students and
faculty are welcome to come in
and browse or ask questions
through out the day.
Representatives
from
Butterworth, Blodgett and St.
Mary's hospitals will answer
questions about hospital
pro
grams and the Pine Rest
Christian Home will have infor
mation about mental health.
The Ottawa County Health
Department will conduct choles
terol screening at the event, and
the American Red Cross,
American Cancer and Heart
Societies and a Chiropractic

clinic will also attend.
Stress management demon
strations in Thai Chi and yoga
will be given throughout the fair.
HRW will offer beginning
aerobics sessions through out the
event and will be conducting
fitness tests. Health Services will
offer free tetanus immunizations
and the Athletic Training
department
will
determine
individual your body fat.
The GVSU Counseling
Center and Campus Ministries
will also be available to talk
about the programs they offer.
For
more
information
regarding the Health Fair, contact
Diann in Health Services at 8952435 or Pam or Christa in HRW
at 895-2600.

Z , C5 H air S a lo n

“the magical world of Disney

<>1/ 1 L k . M i c h . 1 )r. A l l I c n c L t l r 8 D 5 - 5 7 1 7

from the insicfcTYdu’l! be part ol a top-noteh team
all working toward the same goal ol a spectacular
guest experience!
.

M: Somebody cut him off.
There is nothing more unattrac
tive and unappealing than the
smell of alcohol breathing down
your neck when you're trying to
dance. Alone.
J: Michelle and I had a
chance to witness this one up
close up on a research trip we
took to Laguna's. When he tried
his little libido dance with
Michelle and she gave him the
cold sholder, he turned to me.
Hello Mr. Freakboy, not tonight,
not never.

M: Three words: DANCE
OR LEAVE. No standing-asclose-as-possible-to-the-dancefloor-without-being-on-it stuff.
Moving your head to the beat
doesn't count.
. J: When we go to a bar with
dancing, we have an agenda:
DANCING. If you're not there to
move, get out of our way.
Get-a-room-couples:
M: I'll admit I liked the
movie Dirty Dancing, but please,
no more live instant replays.
Dance-floor acrobatics are just
Solid Gold gone bad.
J: Please, if it happens once,
learn your lesson find your self
respect and don't ever do it again.
Consistent offenders, I beg you
to stop for the sake of gagging
stomachs everywhere.
Leeches:
M: You could go to the same
bar once a year and they would
still be there, in the same clothes.
Extra points for khaki's. Save it
for GQ, Romeo.
J: Avoid all contact. If all
else fails, excuse yourself to the
bathroom and escape through any
window or heating duct avail
able. Once caught, a Leech will
latch onto you for the night; they
won't let go. Ever..

30 Bulb Super tanning beds!

l

1 M onth U n lim ite d T a n n in g For $45

Representatives will be on campus to answer all your questions
concerning the Walt Disney World®College Program.

G o o d T h ro u g h A p ril

Interview ing :

30,

1996

All Majors! Positions available throughout theme parks and
resorts; attractions, food & beverage, merclumdi.se. lifeguarding, and many others! Ask the
Disney Representative about special opportunities for students fluent in Portuguese.

Presentation Date: March 27.
Time: 7 P.m.
Location: 102-Maniiou
For More Information Contact:Chariccn Hayes-JoscPh.( 6 i 6 ) 895-3311
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WOMEN'S STUDIES PROGRAM
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Questions loom for men's tennis
ariirhpatet
/

* ’■ SU ffW rter
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The GVSU softball .
I enters the season with a i
I division and a crop of newc
I ers. ■ ' '
/
The Lakers lost nine f
I ers from last year's
finished second in the
with a record o f 13*9,.
| an overall record o f 38-20.
.;;''F ir k b a s e m a iij
| Blackwell, catcher
Bowen, cleanup hitter Sh
Knola and pitcher K im :
| w ereall lost to graduation,
A strong nine return le ’
I the experience of allLakes Region junior
I Meyers at second base, allference senior Lisa Stev
[ third, all-conference; _
Jenny Alberding and jnnior|
I Nicd Koch in the outfield.
Local JUl Folland will al$o|
I provide an added punc
Foiland, from the Grand Haven I
area, is a transfer from the
University of Detroit-Mercy
who will see time in the out
field. Redshirt pitcher Candy |
! Babyak will also see time.
The team, with only throel
I seniors, faces the addition of
three new teams into the Great
Lakes Intercollegiate Athletic
i C o p f e r e n e e :G a n n o n
University, Mercyhurst College
I and Ashland Universi ty, Who
were ranked in the top 20 io|
! Division U.
The league will be divided]
into a north and a smith divi
sion. Teams will play double
headers against each team in
I their division and compete in a
round robin tournament against
the remaining teams. Wayne
State University, GVSU and
Ashland will fight for the top
spot in the relatively even]
I North Division.
‘‘Within this league, on any |
| given day your team can’t be|

By Joe Schaefer
Sports Editor

The GVSU men’s tennis
team was hoping to. find the
answers to all of its preseason
questions on its recent trip to
Hilton Head Island, S.C.
GVSU finished 3-4 during
the trip, including a 6-3 victory
over Division I LaSalle.
“We played a tough schedule
against Division I schools and
strong Division II schools,”
GVSU coach Tim Sutherland
said. “I wasn’t looking for any
cupcakes.”
Sutherland was impressed
with the play of two freshmen he
figures will help the Lakers, who
struggled last season.
“We didn’t have a strong

team last year. I decided to get
some depth and players who will
contribute
to the team,”
Sutherland said.
Matt Toth, who earned AllState honors at Sterling Heights,
went 8-4 during the trip. He will
play number three singles and
number three, doubles.
Tony Rips, who played at
Adrian High School, is the
“sleeper” of GVSU’s top recruits.
Although he didn’t play in the
State Finals, he played in one of
the more competitive regions in
the state. Ries (7-5 during the
trip) will play number four sin
gles and team with Toth in dou
bles.
“Both of them have worlds
of potential,” Sutherland said.
“They’re both mentally tough for
freshmen.”

Sutherland is also excited
about freshman Scott Mulder
from Coopersville. Mulder, who
did not travel with the team, will
likely be redshirted.
Junior
transfers
Brian
Ferguson, Todd Livergood and
freshman, transfer Jeff Stieber
along with returning letterwinners senior Amar 'Arslanagic,
junior Scott Damp, senior Terry
Gilliland and sophomore Mike
Yee look to solidify the remain
ing spots on the team.
“I learned a lot about the
team on the trip,” Sutherland*
said. “Our singles are strong, but
our doubles aren’t as strong .as
I’d like them to be. We’re used to
having strong doubles."
“We haven’t settled on our
combinations. We had a hard
week of practice before the trip,

but we hadn’t practiced too much
before that.”
The team begins Great
Lakes Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference play at the end of the
month. Sutherland believes the
team can finish in the top half of
the conference standings with a
record above .500 in the dual
matches.
Northwood
University,
ranked No. 9 in the nation, and
Ferris State, ranked in the top 20,
remain the class of the league.
Michigan Tech, Wayne State and
newcomer Mercyhurst will also
be strong.
The team plays Grand
Rapids Community College,
Aquinas College and Calvin
College in the City Tournament
Friday and Saturday at the
Riverview Racquet Club.

today is
mystery rneat day

will be tough,*’ GVSU coach
Doug Wood? said.
With the loss o f solid bit
ting from Bowen, who led the
team with a .413 average, 69
hits and 16 doubles, and the
power from Knola, who comL ..
.-...v- a m i 7 3 |

vis

team
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Jesters gripe about selections
By C D . Burge, Scott Tuovi
and R ldiaid Fair
SUff W riten

_v
Do teams such as Colgate,
Valparaiso, Central Honda and
Princeton have a chance to win
a game at the Big D a n ^ t ^ | S
not? In 1991 Eastern Michigan
made it to the Sweet 16. EMU is
back to the show sledded to play
Duke today in Indianapolis.

Who’s in the club this
week; the GVSU softball team,
who went 8-4 in Florida. MidAmerican Conference champion Eastern Michigan. The
Detroit Red Wings (50-12-4)

The scene: The Food Court.
The players: Sports Editor
Joe Schaefer, the three Jesters
and Business Manager Tim
Disler.
The reason: March Madness!

! team in
ball bis*

_

... m

Who’s out if Uie dub this

Tim: Alright, guys, it looks
like we can go 20 pages this
week.
C.D.: Cool! Finally some
room for the Jesters. I couldn’t
believe we weren’t in for the con
ference tourneys.
Joe: Like I had any choice.
There was too much stuff going
in last week.
Scott: SURE, Joe. That’s a
good one.
Joe: Quiet, you! Look, we
had track, swimming, basket
ball...
Rich: You think anybody
would read that stuff over the

week: The Los Angeles Kings
for trading the Great One,
Blues, Detroit Lions for allowink linebacker Chris Spielman
to sign with Buffalo, and the
NCAA men’s basketball com
mittee for only giving Texas
Tech*(28-1) a No. 3 seed in the
tournament!
Did You Know? Today,
GVSU’s baseball team opens
their season against Southern
Indiana at Evansville, Ind.

Jesters?
Tim: People would read
curling over the Jesters.
C.D.: We could do curling.
Scott: We could talk about
how Indiana is taking it all this
year.
Rich: Yeah, and we could
also talk about how Ross Perot
will win the election, too.
Scott: Hey, with General
Robert Montgomery Knight,as
his campaign manager...
Tim: Where in the hell did
you ever find this guy?
C.D.: That’s a good question.
Scott: I went to another
school before this one, guys.
Rich: Yeah, the University of
Mars, maybe.
Joe: Let’s do a final top 10
and Sweet 16 predictions. That
shouldn’t be too hard.
Tim: We sure have the room
for it. Pontificate all you like.
C.D., Rich and Scott: What
did you say?
Joe: It was a big word, guys.
The business people can get

/ —
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away with those.
Rich: Question is, can we get
away with picking something as
important as the NCAA Tourney?
Scott: Well, your police
record says you’ve gotten away
with worse than that.
Joe: Shut up! All of you!
Let’s go to the top 10.

FINAL TOP 10
(Burge, Tbori, F a ir)
1.Kentucky, UMass,UA/ass
2.
UMass, Kentucky, Kent.
3.
UConn,UConn ,UConn
4. Cincinatti,Purdue,G 'town
5.
Kansas,G’Town, Cinci
6.
G’town, Kansas, Kan
7.
Wake Forest,Cinci,Pursue
8.
Vjllanova,TxTech,7i7ec/i
9 .Purdue, Wake, 'Nova
10.U tah, UCLA A rizona
...NOW, THE SW EET 16!
MIDWEST REGION
Kentucky,Kent,Kent
Utah, California, Utah
Louisville,Villanova, ’Nova
Wake Forest,Wake, Wake
EAST REGION
UMass,UMass,UAto.v
PennSt.,Marquette,A/rtr
Tx Tech,N.Carolina,Tx Tech
Georgetown,G’town.GYoHv!
SOUTHEAST REGION
UConn,UConn,(/Qwi
Miss. St.,UCLA,Mss St.
Boston C.,GaTech,Gfl7i?c'/i
Cincinatti, Cinci, Cinci
WEST REGION
P u rd u e, Purdue, Clemson
M em p h is, S'cuseMemphis
O . W ash, Arizona .A rizona
K ansas, Kan.AYw

\
\

W hoever

B u rg e:

gav e

P u rd u e a N o. 1 seed ought to
have th em selv es co m m itted , and
P ro v id en ce should be there, too.
A s far as the p ick s go, I can see
o n ly

G e o rg e

W a sh in g to n

an d

B o sto n C o lleg e b ein g the only

...

^ * " c'

d a rk horses. I can also see upsets
by N ew O rleans, K ansas State
and S an ta C lara.

»4
C r v ,v

\ T \

H e re ’s

0 > A

a lso

h o p in g

that

P rin ceto n coach P ete C arril gets
an N C A A T o u rn am en t w in in his
last year. U C L A is a very shaky
team on so m e nights, and can be
b e a te n .

D e p e n d in g

on

w h ich

M ich ig an team sh o w s up, W ake
F o rest co u ld also be in for som e
p ro b le m s.
W ith o u t
T ray lo r,
th o u g h , it could be tough.

or fast relief from the nagging ache of taxes, we
recommend TIAA-CREF SRAs. SRAs are tax-deferred
annuities designed to help build additional assets —money that
can help make the difference between living and living well
after your working years are over.
Contributions to your SRAs are deducted from your salary'
on a pretax basis. That lowers your current taxable income, so
you start saving on federal and, in most cases, state and local
income taxes right away. What's more, any earnings on your
SRAs are also tax-deferred until you receive them as income.
That can make a big difference in how painful your tax bill is
every year.

As the nation's largest retirement system, based on assets
under management, we oflcr a wide range of allocation choices
— from the TIAA Traditional Annuily, which guarantees
principal and interest (backed by the company’s claims-paying
ability), to TIAA-CREF s diversified variable annuity
accounts- And our expenses are verv low,0 which means more
of vour money goes toward improving your future financial
health.
To (ind out more, call 1 800 8-12-2888. We ll send you a
complete SRA information kit, plus a free slide calculator that
shows you how much SRAs can low er your taxes.
Call loda, —it couldn t hurt.

F

Tuori: It’s my favorite time
of the year. The most wonderful
time of the year. No, not
Christmas! March Madness!!
When a small school can put on
that Cinderella slipper and take
the nation for a ride. Who will be
this year’s Cinderella team'.’
Look out for Marquette and
Arizona. I don’t know who will
win; I’d love to see my Hoosiers
win it all, but they won’t and nei
ther will Kansas (Sorry, Quinn.)
1 thought the co m m ittee did
a fine jo b , except fo r adm itting
C lem so n (7-9 in the A C C ). It
should have been T u lan e. I ’m not
g o in g to tell you w ho I pick ed to

Ensuring the future
for those w ho shape it.°“
\

C» Poor o h u u rw u t H jt tit j .in .ily .-u , I

\

w in, but lo o k for D ean S m ith and
N o rth
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Lakers represented on conference all-academic teams
Westgate, a senior majoring in
physical education, has a 3.626.
Sports Editor
Three women from the bas
ketball team earned the honor.
One would think practices Senior Sarah Jasman (3.791)
and competition consume stu studies pre-medicine. Junior
dent-athletes’ time to study, but Louise Lodgberg (3.818) studies
21 of GVSU’s student-athletes health science, and senior Kristin
were named to the Great Lakes Nobach maintains a 3.561 in
Intercollegiate
Athletic physical education.
Conference All-Academic team.
Senior Luke Fedio and
Student-athletes who main sophomore Tony Miller, two
tain a grade point average greater members of the men’s basketball
than 3.0 and are above the fresh team, combined athletics and
man level are eligible for the academics. Fedio has a 3.263 in
health science, and Miller has.
award.
“We’re very proud of these earned a 3.095 in business.
athletes,” GVSU Associate
Seniors Amber Holmes
Athletic Director Joan Boand (3.588 in criminal justice), Amy
said. “We know how tough it is Jo Paszek 3.480 in education)
to balance both athletics and aca and Tracey Miller (3.775 in psy
demics.’’
chology), who all earned acade
Seven athletes from the mic all-conference honors during
women’s swimming team, half of the cross country season, were
those eligible, were honored. selected for indoor track.
Sophomore biology majors April
Anne Zimmerman maintains
Buysse and Stephanie Carlson a 3.640 in social work. Dave
maintain respective 3.250 and Chalupa has a 3.767 in health sci
ence, while Josh Stickney has
3.639 gpa’s.
Senior Amy Dipman studies
psychology (3.616), and National
qualifier Katie Flynn, a junior,
studies bio-medicine (3.657).
Junior Michelle Foss and sopho
more Carly Shepard have earned
3.11 and 3.505 studying special
education
and
psychology.
Senior Kathryn Zitta maintains a
3.242 in physical education.
Their male counterparts Jeff
Danner, Nate Steinberg and Mike
Westgate were also honored.
Danner, a junior majoring in
music, maintains a 3.082.
Steinberg, a sophomore, studies
computer science (3.184), and
By joe Schaefer

earned a 3.881 studying physical
therapy. All three sophomores
participate in track and field.
— — - JESTERS, front p.14
upset Georgia Tech. Chris,
what are you smoking? Purdue
deserved a No. 1 seed.
Fain Last year the critics
said the Big Ten was overrated
with only Purdue winning one
game in the tournament. This
year they’ll be twice as good
with Iowa and Purdue winning
one game before a second
round collapse.
Mississippi State and
Marquette are teams I think
will do better than people
expect Purdue and Penn S t
are overrated teams.
People complain about
what a terrible job the selection
committee does, but it throws
in teams like Maryland in there
just so biowhards like us have
something to gripe about.

HU

Sophomore track athlete Josh Stickney war one of 21 Laker athletes honored
by the Great Lakes Intercollegiate Athletic Conference for high academic
standards. At least two athletes from each team GVSU fielded this winter:
men s and women's basketball, men s and women's swimming and men s and
women !s track earned all-conference academic honors for their efforts in
competition and in the classroom. Photo by Jennifer Seek.

" I'm in love. My dog is thrilled. My
neighbors are envious. My niece drooled.
-

t!

Pam Johnston (and her dog, Tracer), Saturn Owners

Love. Thrills. Envy. Drooling. Not normal responses to some
thing like a car. Though from what we hear, Satums are anything but
normal. Many an owner has found
them to be so fun to drive they've
fallen in love. And neighbors every
o SutfeoteJ Retail Prut
where envy their reliability. As for The 1996 Saturn SCI. Manufacturer
retailer preparation am*
)
IrnnofHftatiim. Ta.x. Ittenet. <
f t ton.' ane^
tyuipntnt jMtnmal. Each
dogs being absolutely thrilled and rttailfacilityI io r<oponoibl<Mdlt-rnpiirt^
far .vtliny Ho t*v .tiling price, •‘bid)
nieces drooling all over the place,
normally it's the other way around. But stop by to see how you react
I \

^ •

Saturn will be
on campus on
March 14 & 15
at the Kirkhot
Center!*

I

r O r l
K X A I
^

fll. SATIRISE
of G ra n d Rapids
2720 28th Street S.E. ♦ 1/4 mile west of Woodland Mall

6 1 6 -9 4 9 -6 5 5 5 or 1 -8 0 0 -5 4 7 -2 8 8 7

Hour*: Mon & Wed 9-9 ♦ Tue*, Thurs, Fri 9-6 ♦ Sat 10-3

Letusknowifwecanhelp.
Holland's Leading Local Employment
Agency.
Industrial Adm inistrate.
Professional Technical Direct Hire.
Contract Temporary. All Fees

A D i f f e r e n t K i nd o f C omp any. A D i fferent K i nd o f C ar .
Saturn of Grand Rapids Community Calendar For March/April 1996
‘ March 14 & 15- Saturn Getaway Weekend Sign-Up «t GVSU. 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. dally in the Kirkhot Center. See our
display and enter to win a trip (to McGuire's Resort/Cadiiiac, Ml) and the use of a '96 Saturn for a weekend.
March 14,21, U 28/April 4,11,18 & 25 - "WG VU Jazz at San Chez Bistro" - Ongoing Thursday night jazz series. Live
broadcast 9-10 p.m. by WGVU 88-5 FM. Music Is Uve at Sac Chez from 9-11 p.m.

396-7575 ‘ 570 East lA ti Street, Holland
(corns or U$31 and lotti)
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Top Secret Tour comes to GVSU
•A p ril 18th sh o w w ill featu re performances by R. K elly, LL C ool f, and Xscape
Cool J released his sixth album
"Mr. Smith," and joins Xscape,
By Michelle Dialer
Entertainment Editor
"Atlanta's "Million Dollar Girl
Group" and SOLO for the GVSU
Finally GVSU has another tour.
Xscape’s releases include
tour name to add to its growing
"Off
the Hook" and their first
concert list when it welcomes
The Top Secret Tour to the album, 'Hummin' Commin' At
Cha," featuring them as the
GVSU field house April 18.
The Top Secret Tour features newest R & B divas.
SOLO brings a blend of
one of the hottest R & B artists
today, R. Kelly, groovin' along street harmony to the GVSU
with other big name artists LL tour, and with the release of their
first self-titled album gives a
Cool J, Xscape and SOLO.
In addition to R. Kelly's whole new definition to soul.
Dean of Student Life, Bob
latest release "R.Kelly," his other
credits
include
co-writing Stoll said the tour has been in the
Michael Jackson's hit "You are works for the last two years, but
Not Alone," which debuted at trying to match touring groups
number one on Billboard's Hot with the academic calendar and
100 and at number one on the R expenses make scheduling popu
lar shows difficult.
& B chart in September.
“It depends on what tour is
Dubbed one
of raps
"preeminent superstars," LL out there and whether they have

the kind of appeal we need,”
Stoll said.
But Stoll thinks the team
work of the Sound Spectrum, the
Black Student Union, the Student
Senate and the Student Life
Office to organize this year’s
concert has paid off.
“It’s hard to get shows that
are big enough to get an
excitement and energy on cam
pus, so hopefully this will be the
one that triggers that,” Stoll said.
Tickets for the April show
go on sale today at the Kirkhof
Center box office, and are $15
for GVSU students with a valid
ID, and $25 for the general
public. To charge by phone call
GVSU
at
895-2353
or
Ticketmaster at 456-3333.
Tickets are available at the
Kirkhof
Center
and
all
Ticketmaster outlets.

GV graduates m ake good w ith Jawbone
•Former students take Jawbone across the Midwest
By Bill Watson
Staff Writer

If you were one of the
people who was fast enough to
grab a copy of the "Radioactive"
CD sponsored by WGRD,
consider yourself lucky.
You now have some of the
hottest local bands around at
your fingertips, and more
importantly,
you’ve
got
Jawbone.
"Radioactive" is just one of
three CD's you can find Jawbone
on. They also have two of their
own CD's out, "Mr. Jones", and
most
recently,
"Shouting
Lymrics".
"National Rhyme" was
Jawbone's contribution to the
"Radioactive" CD, reaching
number thirteen on 97.9's weekly
request list where it stayed for
much of December 1995.
That
is
an
outstanding showing for a local
band that was competing against

mostly national bands on the
WGRD charts.
Lead guitarist Jim Dow said
that what sets the band apart from
other new acts is their

"It is very difficult fo r
bands that are ju st
starting to fin d a new
style to market
themselves b y ”
-J im Dow,
Jawbone lead guitarist
instrumentation.
He added that many
promoters and producers want to
label bands as groups like "the
next Beatles," but Jawbone has
gotten past that and has found a
sound that works for them.
"It is very difficult for bands
that are just starting to find a new
style to market themselves by,"
Dow said.
All of Jawbone’s members
have day jobs to support

Cultural Events
Calendar for March
Lunchbreak Series
18: Jeffrey Work, trumpeter, will present a recital of solo trumpet literature, assisted by pianist and GVSU faculty Julianne Varideh
Wyngaard. Noon, Cook-DeWiit,
25: Bass-baritone Donald Conrad Hartmann .debuts in the
Lunchbreak series. Noon. Cook-DeWitt.
M : . . ; ;«§§
’
..
• •- ‘ :: - •
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themselves and the band, but
soon hope to be able to
concentrate full time on their
music.
Two of Jawbone’s five
members
are 1993 GVSU
graduates, Jim Dow and David
Marean, the lead singer. Dan
Faulkner handles percussion,
Dan Ellis plays the guitar and
violin, and Erin Brown plays the
hasp and does backup vocals.
The band has been together
for three years and plays all over
the midwest, mostly on the
college circuit.
Local listeners will have a
few chances to catch up with the
band during the month of March,
including radio play and concert
dates.
WCYE88.1 FM will feature
Jawbone on the "River City
Rhythm Radio Show” on the
14th. Local concert dates include
Parrot's in Holland on the 15th,
La Hacienda in Grand Rapids on
the 22nd, and Sluggo's in Lincoln
Lanes on the 26th.

WWMWAWN design it with the Addies in
A
Jarika said design professor
Roz Muskovitar encouraged him
t
o
>
{W R IT Art
A rt and Design
"It gets your name out, and
it’s always a good thing to put on
a little bit tougher your resume,” Jarka said.
----- x taking home one
Jarka also thinks GVSU„
Addie and three citations of success at the Addies in the past
— dlence.
two years is encouraging to other
Junior Kyle Gaea took borne students,
an Addie and citation of.
Hesslinga, who graduated in
excllence, and Senior Matt Jarka December 1995, recieved
and graduate Khela Hesslinga citation of excellence for her
both received citations of proposed logo and restaraunt
excellence.
identity package for the Til
The Addies are a national Midnight Cafe in Holland, ML
competition that starts at the
Hesslinga said she designed
ocal level and is sponsored by the package for her senior BFA
the advertising industry to honor exhibition after researching the
what they feel is the best in their restaurant and talking with the
industry each year. Awards are" owner, \
" s,
...
"It was already done and I’d
given for all areas of advertising,
including writing,
graphic gotten good feedback so
design, and multi-categories; and decided I might as well try,"
encompass all advertising medi Hesslinga said.
Hesslinga now works for
ums like print, TV, radio and bill
boards.
CMA
Communication
in
Students are only allowed to Holland doing graphic design,
compete locally, Professionals
GVSU Art and Design
may go on to regional, stale and Professor, Lorelle Thomas who
supervised Hesslinga’s piece
national competitions.
Gaea won an Addie for his looks forward to an even better
at
next
year's
design o f a postage stamp outcome
representing
American competition.
~
Agriculture that showed a cow
"Last year we bad one
with a flag imposed on it. He student Addie, this year we've
also received a citation of got an Addie and three citations,
excellence for "Fall Walley," a 2- and next year we're going to
iage editorial layout in the double that," Thomas said.
category of "editorial design" for
Thomas added that the
Walleye magazine.
success of this year's GVSU
Gaea said GVSU was students is
important
to
involving
more
students
in
the
well-represented this year,
giving students the chance to future. Each fall Thomas brings a
from
the
meet some important people in representative
advertising federation to campus
the advertising industry,
"It's good exposure," Gaea to discuss the Addies with design
students. This year, her efforts
said. .
Jarka received bis citation paid off, as did the students.
for logo design for the fictitious
"It's great for the students
Short Cut Coffee House in the By helping out in preparation,
category o f corporate logo or they get to meet advertising
symbol. He described his design people from every advertising
as a combination of a coffee pot agency in town, and it’s a great
opportunity,
and house in a very clean and networking
Thomas said.
simplified form.
Even though he didn't

G V student
and Citizen
Cain
drummer
Jay Ramirez
shows off
at Eastown
Works last
Febuary.
Check out p.20
for more details
on Citizen Cain
and other local
bands.
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"Sense And Sensibility" takes the box office
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By Mary Graff
SUff Writer

III

CinemaTecb.
GVSU’s
movie organization continues to
bring a glut o f films to the
university this month.
All
movies are free for G V S U
students and play from now until
the end of the semester.
"Troo" starts the March
showings tonight. This is the first
movie to be based on a video
game
and
features
the
combination of animation and
April 3 "Enter the Dragon"
live action characters.
"Strange Days"
shows will play, followed by "The
March 15 and 16. It stars Ralph Secret of Nimh" on April 10.
Fiennes, Angel a B asset and "Tbe Muppet Movie” is
Juliette Lewis, and is set in the scheduled for April 17 unless
dark and dismal time o f Los "From Dusk Till Dawn" is added
Angeles in 2001.
to that date.
"Twelve Monkeys" may
Ralph Fiennes is a former
cop in “Strange Days” who also be shown this semester.
AH movies on Wednesday
steals and later sells people's
experiences on the black market. begin at 9:00 p.m. Friday and
It’s the future. Anything can Saturday movies start at 7:00
p.m.
happen.
On Wednesday, March 20,

M arzuki and O ctober Project to
p lay at C alvin C ollege in A pril
Nashville, TN in mid March,
Marzuki hopes to have their
Entertainment Editor
debut album for sale at the April
12 concert. Watch for good tunes
GVSU
students
have ”1 love you, I hate you,"
Bomb,"
and
another chance to catch GVSU "Mushroom
student musicians in action on Spiderweb."
October Project is a national
the local music scene when the
band
that is currently touring the
Holland-based band, Marzuki,
East
Coast.
Their sound is a rich
opens for October Project at the
Calvin College Fine Arts Center melodic one, and the voice of the
lead singer, Mary Fahl, has a
on April 12.
Marzuki is GVSU student haunting and deep pitch. Soft
Shannon Stephens on vocals and instrumentals mixed with violins
Hope College students Matt and pianos characterize their
Haseltine on guitar, Jamie melodic sound.
They have two albums out,
Kempkers on cello, Sufjan
Stevens on recorder and oboe,- the first a self-titled one, and the
and Mark Rantiolo who joins the second named “Falling Farther
In.”
band occasionally on the drums.
Tickets are $10 for the
The
band
plays
a
mesmerizing Celtic-Irish folk public and are on sale now
music style that deserves a listen. through the Calvin College box
Following a recording session in office at 957-6282.
By Michelle Dialer

C

elebrate

S t . P a t r ic k ’ s D a y

WITH AUTHENTIC IRISH MUSIC .1
Prices sh o w n are sale prices. Identical cassette titles a l s o o n sale . Vo id with other ofFERS.
S ale ends M arch 26, 1 99 6

Some have joked that Jane
Austen is now the hottest
screenwriter in Hollywood.
Austen is credited for writing
such classics as “Emma,” “Pride
And Prejudice,” and “Mansfield
Park.” Directors are just now
discovering the successful nature
to which her works flourish on
the screen.
The movie “Clueless” was
loosely based on Austen's novel
Emma. Now “Sense And
Sensibility” is added to the list of
Austen's
incredible
works
adapted for film audiences.
“S6nse And Sensibility”
hosts a number of accomplished
actors, including Hugh Grant,
Alan Rickman, Greg Wise, and
Emma Thompson, who also
wrote the screenplay for the film.

The story takes place in the
year 1800 and begins as a family
in Sussex, England has just lost
their father. A mother and three
daughters are then forced out of
their large estate by the father's
son from another marriage.
The main characters in the
film are the two eldest daughters
of the Dashwood family, Elinor
and Marianne, portrayed by
Emma Thompson and Kate
Winslet. Marianne and Elinor
differ in the ways each reacts to
romantic encounters. Elinor's
personality is reserved; she does
not reveal her true feelings
without much probing from her
sister. She has the "sense" in the
story.
Marianne, on the other hand,
is filled with all the "romantic
sensibilities" that characterize a
typical young adult. The actual
meaning of the word "sensibility"
does not mean "to be sensible"

but rather denotes powerful
emotion, a susceptibility to
excessive emotional feelings.
These are tbe characteristics
Marianne exhibits throughout
most of the ft Irfi- It is not until she
discovers the folly of her outward
actions that sb® decides maybe
she ought to act With a little more
sense, as ElibOr does. And
Elinor, herse)f, reveals her
emotional side in a poignant
scene with Hugh Grant as
Edward perrars.
With a fantastic and
compassionate music score
provided by Patrick Doyle,
“Sense And Sensibility” proves
to be a compelling story of love,
betrayal, and heartache set in the
nineteenth century. As Alan
Rickman's character, Colonel
Brandon, reads to Marianne in
regards to love, 50 it is a timeless
message. "There is nothing lost
that can not be found if sought."

Book Review: DeathThe High Cost of living
Every life has a price, and no
With
one knows that better that Death.
Dexter
I'm nottalking about a menacing,
Peterson
seductive Grim Reaper-kind of
Death, but Neil Gaiman's cute,
Staff
wise, irrepressibly cheerful goth*
Columnist
girl, older sister to the Sandman,
and arguably the most popular
character of that beloved, belated
comic book series.
mysterious Eremite, who wants
“The High Cost Of Living” revenge.
expands upon a premise of the
Death also makes the
Sandman title, where it is acquaintance o f Sexton Fumival,
mentioned that once every a Generation *X-er who wants to
century, Death (who is literhfly die because Jhe has no real life
the physical personification of and a fenny name. The two take
the ultimate state of non-being) in the sights, sounds and smells
must take on mortal flesh for one of New York, fall in and out of
day to learn what it is like for the the machioations of the Eremite
mortals she separates from life.
pretty much by accident, and
This time, however, a couple learn the true value of Life.
of peopl|;|peexp^|tihg her: M a d ^ A ''’Gaijman is one . o f those
Hettie, a 200*year old bag lady writers who likes to make things
who wants Death to find her up as he goes along. And when it
misplaced heart, and the works, it works, but it sure

doesn't work this time
Gaiman's
patented
one-liners, in s is ts into life and
death, and highly entertaining
characters axe ^ p o s t enough to
gloss over the wandering plot,
unconvincing
motivations,
Dickensian coincidences, and tbe
increasingly slriong feeling that
Gaiman ckA n't know where the
hell he's going to.
Perhaps in favor of this
book is the artwork of Chris
Bachalo. of Generation X fame,
He does one Of the best
renderings o f XJeath I've ever
seen, capturing iter many moods
and ages with a subtle shading of
her eyes, smile, and gestures.
“Death: The High Cost of
Living” is available in
collected
trade .............
paperback
edition, with a coYer by Dave
McKean, and a foreword by
singer Tori Amos;

Thursday April 11
at the Orbit Room
Tickets on sale

> h ie £ £ a fn s

March 8th
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Available at all

The Chieftains

$12” CD

ticketmaster
locations
J ames G alway

and at the

$12” CD
Also Available: Celtic Heartbeat Collection - Various • The Best Of The Chieftains • Irish Eve ■The
Cheftains • Irish Album - Various • The Irish Rovers - Greatest Hits • Irish Sing-A-Lohg - Much Miua •
BATTunEu - John McDermott • First Of The Irish Rovers/The Unkorns - Irish Rovers • Anuna - Anuna
Another Country • The Chieftains

HARMONYHOUSE
GRAND RAPIDS

• 3575 28th S t. S.E. (tmfront of Easibrook Mall) • 9NO-907U
http bccthovcn com wqrv

Orbit Room
box office.

Look for Villains From The Verve Pipe
On R C A records. In stores March 26.

Entertainment
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Alanis rocks K-zoo
'

•Bad weather didn't keep her
from warming up the crowd

I on .the jveekendB, these three

F|TP

WCKS m of soul play R & B ,
;Hip Hop, Jazz, and all kinds of
“soul music" centered around
jazz.
"Since jaz 2 is such a wide
genre, we play just about any
thing," Mister Armstrong said,
“We don't really have a
name for the show since we keep
changing it, but it's a truth and
soul show, because the stuff we
play makes you think just a little
bit more than music usually
does," Armstrong added.
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flub Kleiner and the River Cafe are
having an Italian Fest. Come and
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VOLUME 1

ICover of the Ratio Activ CD Produced by WORD’s Mark Sandstedt.
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FOOD & DRINK PACKAGE FOR
EARLY SIGN-UPS 13/14]

free brochure and give that woman a
gift she will remember every
day.[3/14]

19

windows and carpet. Partly furnished.
May occupancy. $11500. Contact
Greg Riffle at (313) 561 -8729.(3/211

Opportunity

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT- Fishing
Industry. Earn up to $3,000-$6,000+
per month. Room & Board!
Transportation! MaJe/Female. No
experience necessary! Call (206) 9713510 ext. A56232. [3/28]
Opportunity

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS! Over
$6 Billion in public and private sector
grants & scholarships is now avail
able. All students are eligible. Let us
help. For more info, call: 1-800-2636495 ext. F56232. [3/28]
Opportunity

thank you.;
Phone, Fax and H ours
Telephone 616-895-2460, or leave a

i: 9-5. Monday through

:i Standard of Acceptance
The fcantbom reserves the right to edit
or reject any ad at any time and to
place aJI ads under proper classifica
tion.
‘ .X"'"-

.

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT-Students
Needed! Fishing Industry. Earn up to
$3,000-66,000+per month. Room and
Board! Transportation! Male or
Female. No experience necessary. Call
(206) 971-3510 ext. A56232. [3/28]
Opportunity

Two separate furnished sleeping
room’s for rent. Utilities included.
Near College. No smoking or drink
ing. Available April 30th. Deposit
$150.00. Per month $150.00. 8954594.(3/14].

Attention

Attention

Adoption: Young, happily married
couple wish to share a lifetime o f love
and security with a baby. Please call
Jill and Jeff collect, anytime at (517)2595-13/21].
•’
«
Attention

Are you tired of make up that has to
be redone after swimming, sleeping, or
exercise? Give the little woman the
gift o f permanent makeup that keeps
on giving beauty year after year, in or
out of the water. Call ^43-6544 fora

Kiss Me Fm Irish!—Join the Fun!
Thursday. March 14th at the food
court. RHA sponsored Springfest
9pm-lam Subs and pizza provided.
Prize Giveaway on each 1/2
hour. [3/14]

Attention

Help. I need two tickets for gradua
tion, so that my children can see me
graduate. If you have extra tickets,
please call Sue at 866-0184. [3/14)
LISTEN
To The Hare Y Bock show on WCKS
1610 am every friday from 8 to 11 in the
morning. If you refuse to do this we will
get you a job at the Lanthom
AAAAAAHFfHHHHHHHHHHHH. •

For Sale

SpeedQueen Washer and Dryer.
Retails for $1100. Asking $750 or
Best offer.
Call 892-9410 or
895-8353. [3/28]

Hope to hear from you!!!!!

For Sale

Mobile home in Allendale Meadows
trailer park. 14’x70’, 2 bedrooms, 2
full baths, 1994 refrigerator, plumbing,

STAFF NEEDED

Applications now being accepted for the 1996/97 school year
Editor in Cheif

25 Hours a Week at $4.25 an Hour.
Opportunity

Announcement ■
Single copies of The Lanthom are free
o f charge. Additional copies are avail
able at The Lanthont office, 100
Commons, for 25 ceils each.
Help Wanted
The Lanthom editorial staff appreci
ates your news Ups and story ideas.
We’re not afraid to investigate the dif
ficult story or give credit where it’s
due. Call 895-2460.(tf]
■Messages
1811 your lover you love them; Wish a
friend happy birthday. Lift someone’s
spirits. Put i f jn writing. Make it pub
lic. Lanthom ^Messages’ are only 10
cents per w a d , $2.50 jnlnlmutn, paid
in advance. Deadline it noon Monday
for that week's issue, The luathom .
100 Commons. m

inns
Get Published tiS that relate
seeking essays and
to campus issues and :tnes. Humor
appreciated. Criticises,’ .Length:
about 400 words. Pay: 10. Deliver
or send your creative piece to The
Lanthom. 100 Conunops.(tf]

Clubs & Organizations
Join (he Grand Valley Press Club.
Call 895-3512 for more information.
Itf]

Help Wanted

*

The Lanthom wants you’! Positions
available in the Advertising
Department. Up to 25 hours per week
at $4.25 per hour. Part-time summer
work possible. Apply atTOO '■■■
Commons. Any questions call 8952460.

Reader’sCaution
"Opportunities" classification may
involve a charges for phone calls,
booklets* information, C O Ps,etc.Reply with caution.

O pportunity
MLM’S NEWEST AND BRIGHTEST
OPPORTUNITY!! AM SOUTH
VISA CREDIT CARDS!! 1-800
Telecommunications and discount
travel services. Program launched
December 1995. Call now!! 24
hours!! 1-800-295-7630 [3-21]
Opportunity

SPRING BREAK’S "HOTTEST
TRIPS" CANCUN-SOUTH PADRE
ISLAND-BELIZE 1-800-328-7513
http://www.studentadvtrav.com FREE

Area Business Needs you. We are
looking for several people to join our
work team. Work around your sched
ule. A lot of weekend work available.
Pay starts at $7.0o/hr. Preferred
Inventory Service 453-9577
EOE[3/14]
Opportunity

ColorWorks is currently interviewing
GVSU students for a limited number
of Summer ’96 positions.
Opportunities available in Gr. Rapids,
Holland, and Kalamazoo. Last sum
mers average earnings $6,200. To
speak to a campus representative call
(800) 477-1001,(3/14]
O pportunity
Excellent Income Potential. Personal
Business Ownership. Call 895-6573.
[3/141
Opportunity
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING-Eam up to
$2,0()0+/month. World travel. Seasonal
& full-time positions. No exp. neces
sary. For info, call 1-206-971-3550
ext. C56223I3/141
O pportunity
Wanted: 2 females. Roommates need
ed to share townhouse 5 minutes from
campus for summer and possible fall.
$152/month plus 1/4 utilities. 6628112(3/14]
Entertainm ent
Seeking Good Entertainment? Contact
Dan at 735-0424. Professional feats
of strength exhibition relating to old
time strong man show. Very
Entertaining!!! (3/21]

EUROPE
LONDON
PARIS
MADRID
FRANHFURT

$199
$229
$249
$229

Flits lie fua litnit. tick im lisel u i II pietist
Flits Mf iKMt (Hem lues a i nsseifer ficIHes chiiies.
sttetcaW k M SMSMiMill.
m HtItdniI* . w U tiuM rftltpfW t tin ts MM«tcftt ti nfwtioi

jtttiMtto.art cawsktita !!.»■( sax miSUM

I M h m *tt Fitts« s*d ti e ta * fcsMdias iprti
HIM fit itm tins h fitt 11 lUrck Hit.

EUf opossi- .o$2] 0

Business Manager

25 Hours a Week at $4.25 an Hour.
Advertising Manager

25 Hours a Week at $4.25 an Hour.
Account Manager

12 Hours a Week at $4.25 an Hour.

Section Editors
News, Campus Life, Arts& Entertainment and Sports
Editors Needed. 15 Hours a Week at $4.25 an Hour.

Staff Writers
$1.00 A Column Inch.

Advertising Represenitives
5 Hours a Week at $4.25 an Hour Plus 10%
Commision on all Ads the Rep Brings in.

Photo Editor
15 Hours a Week at $4.25 an Hour.

Photographers
Wages Vary.

Layout
M ust Know Quark XPPress. Needed Sundays, Mondays
and Tuesdays. Up to 15 Hours a W eek at $4.25 an Hour.

Advertising Design/ Layout
M ust Know Quark, Illustrator, and Freehand. Needed Sundays,
M ondays, and Tuesdays. Up to 15 Hours a Week at $4.25 an Hour

Secretaries
Up to 15 Hours a W eek at $4.25 an Hour. Work Study Only.

{Travel
CIEE: Council on International
Educational Exchange

lilfccIMcMM/MLdcejq/diydsMBBJIB

1-800-H0UNCIL
[1-800-226-6624]

Applications can be picked up at the lanthom office
100 commons, till 5pm, Mon. thru Fri. For more
information call the Lanthom at 8952460.
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* indicates band
GVSU student-musicians
14: Knee Deep Shag, The
Julia Set at the Intersection

23: Domestic Problems
CD release party at the
Intersection. Also appearing,
Monkey Chuck.

15: Jawbone* at Parrot's
in Holland.

26: Jawbone* at Sluggo's
on M45 in Standale.

20:
Citizen Cain* at
Leather and Lace on Godfrey in
Grand Rapids. 9:30 p.m.

Citizen
Eastown Works.

22: "Girls Night Out" at
the Intersection, with Handsel
and Gretel*, and Nectar.
Jawbone* at La Hacienda in
Grand Rapids.

29: "The Thrash Bash,"
with The Obvious, Pudgey
Chuck, Granada. Intersection.
30: Wordenhaus, Liquid
Brick at the Intersection.
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